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Understanding demographic and disease processes in wildlife populations tends
to be hampered by incomplete observations which can include significant errors.
Models provide useful insights into the potential impacts of key processes and the
value of such models greatly improves through integration with available data in
a way that includes all sources of stochasticity and error. To date, the impact
on disease of spatial and social structures observed in wildlife populations has
not been widely addressed in modelling. I model the joint effects of differential
fecundity and spatial heterogeneity on demography and disease dynamics, using a
stochastic description of births, deaths, social-geographic migration, and disease
transmission. A small set of rules governs the rates of births and movements in an
environment where individuals compete for improved fecundity. This results in
realistic population structures which, depending on the mode of disease transmis-
sion can have a profound effect on disease persistence and therefore has an impact
on disease control strategies in wildlife populations. I also apply a simple model
with births, deaths and disease events to the long-term observations of TB (My-
cobacterium bovis) in badgers in Woodchester Park. The model is a continuous
time, discrete state space Markov chain and is fitted to the data using an imple-
mentation of Bayesian parameter inference with an event-based likelihood. This
provides a flexible framework to combine data with expert knowledge (in terms of
model structure and prior distributions of parameters) and allows us to quantify
the model parameters and their uncertainties. Ecological observations tend to be
restricted in terms of scope and spatial temporal coverage and estimates are also
affected by trapping efficiency and disease test sensitivity. My method accounts
for such limitations as well as the stochastic nature of the processes. I extend
the likelihood function by including an error term that depends on the difference
between observed and inferred state space variables. I also demonstrate that the
estimates improve by increasing observation frequency, combining the likelihood
of more than one group and including variation of parameter values through the
application of hierarchical priors.
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This thesis builds on a large volume of work concerned with understanding and
modelling ecological and epidemiological processes. Modelling population dynam-
ics has its roots in the classic work of Malthus, Verhulst and Lotka-Volterra and
the principles of this type of modelling are outlined by Renshaw (1991). The foun-
dations for the compartmental models commonly used in epidemiology were laid
by Kermack and McKendrick (1927). The connection between the ecological and
epidemiological models was made by Anderson and May (1979) who realised that
epidemiological processes are strongly dependent on fluctuations in population
size. Many subsequent advances have been made by considering various sources
of population heterogeneity including space (Renshaw, 1991; Tilman and Kareiva,
1997), gender and age (Anderson and May, 1984; Anderson and Trewhella, 1985)
which can all have a profound effect on disease dynamics. These approaches have
led to ever increasing complexity when modelling natural systems such as the epi-
demiology of tuberculosis (Mycobacterium bovis) in badgers (Meles meles). We
now face a choice between more complex models that reflect a detailed under-
standing of the heterogeneity observed in the natural world versus simple models
that are more straight forward to interpret and feasible to parameterise with
available data sets. Some researchers believe that more complicated models are
required if the aim is to use them in a predictive mode (e.g. Swinton et al. (1997)),
but an important question is whether such predictions are valid in the absence of
sufficient data to constrain the parameter values and their uncertainty. This is an
interesting question in itself but also has important implications in the context of
TB in badgers as was shown by the results from the Randomised Badger Culling
Trial (ISG, 2007) which proved that culling badgers had the effect of increasing
the level of disease in cattle as well as the badger population (Jenkins et al.,
2007). This is referred to as the “perturbation effect” and was not predicted by
any of the existing models (e.g. (White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al., 1997))
in spite of their complexity.
In this thesis we present and discuss two models that are different in the
level of complexity included but use the same modelling approach for stochastic
systems. The first is a relatively complex model for the spread of disease in a
highly structured population. The outcomes of this type of model are generally
hard to predict due to the interaction of the processes included, but by exploring
the parameter space we can analyse its behaviour and draw conclusions about
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the relative role of each parameter on the outcomes. The second is a simple
model for population and disease dynamics which we fit to data from long term
ecological and epidemiological observations in order to derive estimates for the
parameters and their uncertainty. The utility of dynamic process-based models
in developing understanding of complex interacting systems has long been recog-
nized and is further illustrated by the first model. However, the second example
serves to demonstrate that the types of models used throughout this thesis are
also amenable to rigourous statistical analysis and therefore, if sufficient data is
available, can also be used as predictive models.
When modelling natural systems such as wildlife populations, predictions are
subject to both variability and uncertainty. In this context, variability refers to
the properties of such systems themselves that are inherently variable (e.g the
stochastic nature of births, deaths and infection events), variations in the envi-
ronment from one location to another, and observational uncertainty. Variability
is thus an inherent property of the system and should be quantified and repre-
sented in models (Wilkinson, 2009), for example by using stochastic processes
as we do throughout this thesis. Uncertainty represents our (lack of) knowledge
about the system, for example the appropriate value of model parameters or in-
deed model structure(Davidson et al., 2012). In modelling, we therefore aim to
minimise uncertainty as much as possible e.g. by using data efficiently, and then
quantify what remains. Although some useful progress in the understanding of
a system’s behaviour can be made by increasing the complexity (e.g. Chapter 2)
it is clear that if models are to be used in a predictive manner then all sources
of uncertainty should be quantified and propagated through into quantitative
predictions.
The modelling approach we adopt throughout this thesis was initially designed
for modelling stochastic chemical kinetics (Cox and Miller, 1965; Gillespie, 1977)
but has since been applied to many other systems including ecology and epi-
demiology (Renshaw, 1991). In this approach, processes are treated as discrete
state-space continuous time Markov processes with exponential waiting times.
Changes in the state space variables as well as the time between such changes
depend only the state immediately before the change occurs. The rates in the
models presented here are a function of the size of the state space variables (this is
referred to as mass action) and we do not explicitly model the interaction between
individuals. However, in the application to population and disease dynamics we
are able to register and track life histories of individuals and in Chapter 2 we
show how this type of individual based information may be used to assist the
interpretation of the results from our models.
The modelling approach used in Chapter 2 also forms an integral part of the
inference approach (Chapters 3 and 4), because the Markovian transition prob-
abilities between subsequent states can be used directly in the definition of the
event based process likelihood (Gibson and Renshaw, 1998). A generic approach
for inference on dynamic models is summarised by Marion et al. (2012). The
main components in this approach are the likelihood, the prior and the posterior.
The likelihood can be split into (1) the process model and (2) the observation
model. In many applications (including those in Chapter 3 and 4) the true state
space history is not observed and also needs to be inferred. The observation
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model is a probability that quantifies all the uncertainty and error introduced
in the “observation process”. The prior describes all previous knowledge (e.g.
biological theory, data from other sources) about the system of interest. It in-
cludes knowledge about both process and observation parameters as well as the
model structure although the latter is not inferred in this thesis. Bayes’ theorem
combines the likelihood and prior to define the posterior probability for all param-
eters as well as any unobserved or hidden variables and we implement standard
techniques to generate samples from it (e.g. Metropolis et al. (1953); Hastings
(1970); Geman and Geman (1984); Gelfand and Smith (1990); Green (1995)).
It has been suggested by several authors that the strong spatial social organ-
isation often apparent in wildlife populations can play a significant role in the
spread of disease (Cowan and Garson, 1985; White et al., 2003; Shirley et al.,
2003; Judge et al., 2006; Vicente et al., 2007). Davidson et al. (2008) presented a
model which explores the idea that in many cases such heterogeneous structures
are the result of competition for resources and opportunities (including improved
reproductive capabilities). This type of heterogeneity can lead to non-random
contacts between susceptible and infected individuals (Altizer et al., 2003), which
can have a significant impact on disease transmission. In Chapter 2 of this thesis
we embed the model by Davidson et al. (2008) within a spatial context and also
include a number of alternative modes of disease transmission. In the absence of
data for specific wildlife species we systematically explore the parameter space of
our model to derive a number of general conclusions about the spread of disease
within populations affected by the heterogeneous fecundity structures resulting
from competition.
Tuberculosis is endemic in both badgers and cattle in the Southwest of Eng-
land. The area affected by the disease has expanded since the late 1980s to
cover most of the west and south-west of England, and South and mid-Wales. It
presents many challenges for farmers and the costs associated with this problem
are large (DEFRA (2004) estimated a cost of 1 billion Pounds between 2004 and
2011). In this light it is important to understand the epidemiological processes
affecting the badger population and therefore, the data from an undisturbed bad-
ger population in Woodchester Park (SW England) that has been studied since
the mid 1970s (Delahay et al., 2000; Vicente et al., 2007) provides a unique oppor-
tunity to apply our integrated modelling and inference approach. There is a large
literature concerned with modelling the problem of TB in badgers (Anderson and
Trewhella, 1985; Bentil and Murray, 1993; White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al.,
1995; Barlow, 1996; Swinton et al., 1997; Shirley et al., 2003). These models tend
to be complex and are used in a predictive mode to test strategies for controlling
the disease (White and Harris, 1995b; Smith et al., 2001). The parameter esti-
mates for these models are based on reviews of existing observations of badger
ecology (Anderson and Trewhella, 1985; White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al.,
1997) or on tuning the model until it “fits” observations. In the latter case it
is often unclear what constitutes a good fit and none of the parameterisations
include any measure of uncertainty.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we present an alternative modelling approach that in-
cludes a small number of population and disease dynamics processes in a simple
model and combines it with the inference approach we discussed above. It is
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designed with the view to applying it to the data from Woodchester Park but
could be used with long term observations of any population affected by disease.
We start in Chapter 3 with a model for population dynamics processes only. As
suggested by Anderson and May (1979) it is important to model population and
disease dynamics simultaneously when the population size is not static. This
is particularly true for wildlife like badgers that tend to live in small groups of
fluctuating size (e.g. Delahay et al. (2000)) and therefore we proceed in Chapter
4 with a model that also includes disease dynamics processes and the aim to infer
all parameters simultaneously. The main advances to the inference approach pre-
sented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis include (1) the combination of the process
likelihood for multiple simultaneously observed groups, (2) the implementation
of hierarchical priors to allow variation of parameter values between such groups
and (3) the simultaneous estimation of the process and observation parameters
which has to date not been routinely applied in continuous time stochastic models
and (4) the implementation of a complex observation model of animal capture
and subsequent disease testing.
A brief outline of the thesis is given below.
Chapter 2 presents an investigation into the joint effects of differential fe-
cundity and spatial heterogeneity on demography and disease dynamics, using a
stochastic description of births, deaths, social and geographic migration, and dis-
ease transmission. A small set of simple rules and parameters govern the rates of
births and movement in an environment where individuals compete for improved
fecundity. We show that this results in a heterogeneous distribution of individu-
als and their ages across ranks and by exploring a range of disease transmission
scenarios we show that this heterogeneity can have a profound impact on disease
persistence.
In Chapter 3 we define a much simpler model for population dynamics and
fit it to observations by extending an existing integrated approach for Bayesian
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) parameter inference for continuous time
discrete state space models. We (a) incorporate an observation model where the
observation parameters are also inferred, (b) combine the likelihood for multiple
simultaneously observed populations and (c) develop a hierarchical scheme that
allows for variation in parameter values between populations. The approach is
tested on simulated data and then applied to the long term observations of a
population of European badgers in Woodchester Park (SW England).
In Chapter 4 we present a straight forward extension to the process model by
including a disease component (SEI). The extension to the observation model
is more complex as it involves both the process of of capturing capturing animals
as well as two disease testing processes. In this work we estimate population
dynamics and disease parameters simultaneously which is particularly relevant in
small populations of fluctuating size. We demonstrate that the approach works
on simulated data with high disease prevalence.
The final Chapter contains a general discussion of the findings in this thesis.
Chapter 2
Implications of differential
fecundity on demography and
disease persistence in wildlife
populations
2.1 Abstract
We present an investigation into the joint effects of differential fecundity and
spatial heterogeneity on demography and disease dynamics, using a stochastic
description of births, deaths, social and geographic migration, and disease trans-
mission.1 Our model comprises a spatially structured population and each group
within this population is divided into a number of ranks with identical fecun-
dity. A small set of simple rules and parameters govern the rates of births and
movement in an environment where individuals compete for improved fecundity.
This results in a range of realistic population structures as reflected in the het-
erogeneous distribution of individuals and their ages across ranks. The types
of structures emerging from our model and our simulations are consistent with
those in natural populations and we demonstrate that such heterogeneous struc-
tures and the processes that generate them can have a profound effect on disease
persistence. When fecundity is not identical across ranks, older (more mature)
individuals tend to be concentrated in high fecundity ranks, which leads to an
increase in disease persistence compared to the case where fecundity in all ranks
is identical. We show that this effect is significant under a number of different
scenarios for disease transmission. Our simulations show that the effects of both
spatial and fecundity structure on disease dynamics are significant and need to
be considered when examining the impact of disease control strategies in wildlife
populations.
1This chapter was written with the intention of publication in J. Roy. Soc. Interface with
co-authors Ross S. Davidson (SRUC), Glenn Marion (BioSS) and Michael R. Hutchings (SRUC)
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2.2 Introduction
Individuals within wildlife populations are engaged in competition for resources
and opportunities that ultimately result in differential levels of fecundity across
the population. Such differential fecundity can arise directly from competition
for mates or indirectly from spatial segregation within populations between habi-
tats of varying quality. Competitive interactions lead to non-random contacts
between susceptible and infected individuals (Altizer et al., 2003), which can
have significant impacts on disease transmission. Examples of where this might
be important include the transmission of parasites during grooming in mammals
(Altizer et al., 2003) and birds (Kulkarni and Heeb, 2007), sexually transmitted
diseases (Altizer et al., 2003; Judge et al., 2006), and transmission through the
oral faecal route in shared habitats (Judge et al., 2006).
We present a model that incorporates both spatial and fecundity effects and
simulations showing that both may be required if we are to accurately capture
persistence and spread of infection. The spatial organisation of many wildlife
species into stable groups occupying discrete territories is well documented and
often there are also strong indications of hierarchical structure within such groups.
Some well documented examples of spatial social hierarchies are mongooses (Creel
and Rabenold, 1994) and the African wild dog (McNutt, 1996; de Villiers et al.,
2003). In the case of the European rabbit it has been suggested that their strong
spatial social organisation (Cowan and Garson, 1985) has major implications for
the spread of myxomatosis (White et al., 2003) and paratuberculosis (Judge et al.,
2006). It has also been suggested that social structure plays a role in the spread
of bovine Tuberculosis among European badgers (Shirley et al., 2003; Vicente
et al., 2007).
As far as we are aware Davidson et al. (2008) were the first to systematically
model and explore the effects of such competitive processes on disease dynamics
in wildlife populations. They consider a strongly interacting (local) population
which is subdivided according to levels of fecundity and where secondary disease
transmission is largely between individuals who share the same level of fecundity.
Their results show that in the presence of differential fecundity (via social and/or
spatial segregation) competitive interactions lead to increased prevalence and
persistence of disease in wildlife populations. However, disease transmission is
unlikely to be so restricted in real populations and here we build on this work
by extending the analysis and model of Davidson et al. (2008) to explore the
impact of a broad range of disease transmission routes. Here we consider the
robustness of such differential fecundity effects to secondary infection occurring
across all levels of fecundity in the local population. In addition we analyse the
impacts of vertical/pseudo vertical transmission as well as the impact of secondary
transmission resulting directly from competitive interactions e.g. challenges for
territory or position in the social hierarchy.
Both ecological observation (Huffaker, 1958) and theory (e.g. Renshaw (1991);
Tilman and Kareiva (1997); Keeling (2000); Keeling and Rohani (2007)) provide
evidence that population heterogeneity, and spatial heterogeneity in particular
is an important factor in determining the persistence of populations and disease
within them. In stochastic models such persistence increases dramatically when
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subpopulations are connected e.g. by transmission or movement of individuals be-
tween groups. When disease dynamics between subpopulations are asynchronous
disease may become extinct in some locations while persisting in others (Keeling,
2000). However, interaction between locations has to be “limited” for heterogene-
ity to have an effect (Rohani and Ruxton, 1999). When mixing between locations
is unlimited, the entire population effectively behaves as one, and the stabilising
effect of asynchronicity disappears (Lloyd and May, 1996). Since the stabilising
effect of asynchronicity will also disappear in the other extreme where no mixing
occurs between groups, there is an optimal amount of mixing which enhances
persistence (Keeling, 2000).
In light of this literature we asses the relative impacts of spatial heterogeneity
and the dynamics of competition/differential fecundity on the prevalence and per-
sistence of disease. To do so we embed the non-spatial model of Davidson et al.
(2008) which represents competitive interactions in the presence of different levels
of fecundity within a spatial context. This extends the notion of competitive in-
teractions by taking into account that for an individual to improve their chances
of reproductive success they may have to move to another group rather than sim-
ply by improving their position within their current group (Creel and Rabenold,
1994; Woodroffe et al., 1995). In our model, the rate and direction of movement
of individuals depends on their position within the hierarchical structure and
resulting distribution of individuals among ranks is such that the number of indi-
viduals in a rank and their ages are correlated to the position of that rank within
the hierarchy. This leads to an increase in disease prevalence and persistence
compared to the case where fecundity is identical across ranks. When we include
the spatial dimension, the resulting population structure is “nested”, and allows
for different rates of disease transmission within and between spatial groups as
well as within and between hierarchical subgroups. This is similar in spirit to the
widely studied household models common to epidemiology (Ferguson et al., 1997;
Ball, 1999), although in our model local disease and population dynamics are
considerably more complex and individuals can move between subpopulations.
2.3 Modeling approach
We present a stochastic description of demography and disease dynamics in a
structured population. The population is divided into ranks (subgroups of indi-
viduals with equal fecundity) and the model describes social interaction and com-
petition driven by differences in fecundity within a spatial context. It includes
disease transmission occurring through mass action within sub-populations, in
which individuals are either susceptible (S) or infectious (I). A range of fecun-
dity structures (distribution of individuals among ranks with specific fecundity)
emerge as a result of different parameterisations of a limited number of simple
rules governing births and movements within a spatial-social context.
The model is defined as a continuous time discrete state-space Markov process
(Cox and Miller, 1965; Gillespie, 1977) . In this approach we simply define the
rates at which events of all types within the model occur. These rates depend on
the model parameters as well as the current state of the model, i.e. size of the
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population (N) or the number of individuals within each of the possible disease
states (S and I). The stochastic process is simulated by drawing the time to
the next event from an exponential distribution with parameter given by the
sum of the rates of all possible events, and then randomly choosing each event
with a probability given by its rate divided by this sum of rates. The model is
described in details below and a summary of all event rates and their associated
state-space changes and lists of all the parameters used in this chapter are given
in Tables 2.2,2.3 and 2.4.Additional information about the implementation of the
differential fecundity atlgorithm is given in Appendix D.1.
In the subsequent sections we present a number of simulations with the aim
of investigating the effects of differential fecundity on demography and disease
dynamics in non-spatial as well as spatial contexts. We use a consistent set of pa-
rameters throughout (Table 2.1) and run the simulations for an initial period (200
yrs) after which visual inspection shows that the state-space variables (N, S, I)
fluctuate around a stochastic equilibrium. We report the long term steady state
averages of the relevant variables over a subsequent period (400 yrs) and also
averaged over 10 runs. In the simulations that include spatial movements, we use
a 3 by 3 lattice, with periodic boundary conditions in which each territory has a
carrying capacity of K = 100 and dispersal at identical rates to the four nearest
neighbours only.
Parameter Value or range Remarks
Nl 5 In figure 2.6 Nl = 2, 5, 10




ν 0.0− 1.50(0.02) Range (increment)
p 1 In figure 2.6 p = 0
φp 0.0− 0.35(0.005) Range (increment)
µp 1.0 In figure 2.1 µp = 0.1, 1.0
φd 500
Γ 0.05 In figure 2.5a Γ = 0.0
α 0.0 In figure 2.2 α = 0.0, 0.1
pv 0.0 In figure 2.4 pv = 0.0, 0.25
βp 0.0 In figure 2.5 βp = 0.0− 1.0
Table 2.1 Summary of parameter values used in the simulations presented in this
chapter. See the text and Table 2.4 for an explanation of the meaning of each
parameter.
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2.4 Differential fecundity affects population size
and structure
Our starting point is the hierarchical model for population dynamics presented
in Davidson et al. (2008). In their model a single group is divided into Nl ranks.
Each rank has a population ni for i = 1 . . . Nl. Differences in fecundity affect
the rate of births as well as the rate at which individuals move between ranks
in attempts to improve their fecundity. The highest ranks offer reproductive
advantages and are the most desirable, but also the most difficult to enter.









where nj is the number of individuals in a particular rank j. This rate is controlled
by a per capita birth rate rb and a logistic factor which depends on the total
group population N =
∑Nl
i=1 ni and carrying capacity K. The logistic factor
ensures that the total size of a group (in the non-spatial model there is only
one) does not exceed its carrying capacity, regardless of any movement between
ranks. Differential fecundity is governed by the positive constants ai and fi which
are defined separately for each rank. The set of constants ai are the so called
“fitness parameters” which increase with rank to reflect the differential fecundity
observed in many wildlife species (Dewsbury, 1982; Ellis, 1995) including rabbits
(von Holst et al., 2002) and African wild dogs (de Villiers et al., 2003). The
constants fi typically decrease with rank, indicating that young adults are more
likely to start off in a low rank (Rödel and von Holst, 2009).
The coefficients ai and fi are likely to be highly correlated, and a simple
approach is to define them as functions of each other. In Davidson et al. (2008)
this was done as follows
fi = aNl−i+1, (2.2)
so that any trend in ai across ranks is reversed in fi, leaving only ai to be de-
fined. To allow for straight forward comparison with non-hierarchical models the
requirement is made that the mean values of each of the hierarchical coefficients
over all ranks equals 1. Although a number of other definitions of ai can be





where c can be varied from 0 for a highly structured situation, to 1 where po-
sition within the social structure is not associated with any benefits in terms of
reproduction.
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Deaths occur in all ranks i at the same rate
µni (2.4)
controlled by a natural per capita death rate µ
Individuals can move between ranks to improve their reproductive fitness.
Two rates are required to fully describe these movements. All movement attempts









is controlled by a per capita movement rate ν and the same hierarchical coeffi-
cients aj and fi that were used in the birth term. This is justified because ranks
with higher reproductive fitness will also be more desirable, and individuals in
higher ranks will be less inclined to attempt moving. Given our definition of the
parameters aj and fi, movement attempts will be predominantly upward (pro-
motion), but downward movements may also occur. The factor aj/Nl can be
interpreted as the probability of attempting entry into rank j. This factor also
ensures that the total rate at which individuals leave any given rank does not
diverge as the number of ranks in a group increases.
In a competitive environment, only a proportion of movements can be suc-
cessful. To account for this we define an acceptance probability for movements
into rank i as
Pp(ni) = e
−φpaini , (2.7)
where the promotion constant φp ≥ 0 together with the coefficient ai determines
the difficulty of entering a new rank i and thus controls the population of that
hierarchical rank. Note that when φp = 0 the acceptance probability is 1 and all
attempts to move will succeed. When φp > 0 some movement attempts fail. So




The effect of varying the movement rate ν and the constant that determines
the probability with which such movement attempts are successful φp on the
size and structure of the population is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The results in
Figures 2.1a and 2.1b were generated with simulations where all failed movement
attempts result in death. The effect of this additional mortality increases with
both the rate of movement ν and the constant φp, resulting in an increasingly
smaller population (Figure 2.1a). The largest equilibrium population occurs when
the rate of attempted movement ν is high and most movement attempts are
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successful (φp is small), i.e. large numbers of individuals improve their fecundity,
which positively affects the population size.
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Figure 2.1 Effect of varying rate of movement ν and the promotion constant
φp on the long term equilibrium group population size (
∑
ni) and structure.
Simulations were run on a group with 5 ranks and a group carrying capacity of
K = 100, with rb = 1.0, µ = 0.1 and c = 0. a,c: Group population in simulations
with c = 0., b,d: Difference in population in the lowest and highest rank in a
group (n1 − n5) with c = 0. A negative difference indicates that the majority of
individuals are in high fecundity ranks, a positive difference indicates that the
majority of individuals are in low fecundity ranks. In the top row (a & b) failed
movement attempts resulted in death (µp = 1), in the bottom row (c & d) 95 %
of failed movers survive (µp = 0.05).
The distribution of individuals across ranks reflects the distribution of repro-
ductive fitness in the population and is taken as a measure of the structure of a
group. Different types of structure arise depending on the movement parameters
ν and φp. We illustrate this in Figure 2.1b, which shows the difference between
the equilibrium populations in the lowest and highest ranks at varying conditions.
In the case where only the birth process is affected by differential fecundity (i.e
no movements, ν = 0), this difference is positive and the number of individuals
in high fecundity ranks is small while the majority resides in the lower ranks
with lower fecundity. We refer to this as a bottom-heavy structure. Increasing
the amount of movement between ranks (ν > 0) causes a redistribution of in-
dividuals towards the higher ranks with improved fecundity (the corresponding
difference in Figure 2.1b decreases and becomes negative). The largest numbers
of individuals achieve the best fecundity (top-heavy) at high rates of attempted
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movement (ν) and low promotion constant (φp), i.e. most attempts to move suc-
ceed. In scenarios where there is no differential fecundity, individuals are evenly
distributed across ranks. Note that there are also small differences in the total
populations size between models with and without differential fecundity, because
when fecundity is not evenly distributed this can lead to overall fecundity to be
larger (at high ν, low φp) or smaller (at low ν).
It was suggested in Davidson et al. (2008) that although mortality subsequent
to failed movement attempts in nature can be explained through various mech-
anisms (Huntingford et al., 1987), excluding the possibility of non-fatal failed
movement attempts is a simplification. We extend the model such that only a
proportion (µp) of failed movement attempts results in death. In this scenario,
individuals from rank i that survive a failed movement attempt return to their
original rank with rate
Nl∑
j=1
(1− µp) (Pp(nj)) ρij(ni). (2.9)
Figures 2.1c and 2.1d show the results of simulations where most individuals
survive failed movement attempts (µp = 0.05) and return to their original group
and rank. In this scenario, the effects on population size and structure are qual-
itatively very similar to the case where all failed movement attempts result in
death. The main difference is that when µp < 1, the lower ranks of the model are
less depleted, particularly for large φp when a high proportion of attempts fail
(Fig. 2.1d). Reducing mortality for failed movement attempts also has a signifi-
cant effect on the total population size (Fig. 2.1c), which becomes less suppressed
at high ν and φp.
2.5 Routes of disease transmission in popula-
tions with differential fecundity
Having illustrated the effects of differential fecundity on population size and struc-
ture we now investigate its implications for disease prevalence and persistence
under a number of scenarios for disease transmission in such populations.
Our model applies to disease systems with susceptible (S) and infectious indi-
viduals (I) only but could easily be extended to more complex disease dynamics
e.g. including latent and removed states. In the most restricted scenario, den-
sity dependent infection occurs only between individuals within ranks (subgroups
with identical fecundity). This occurs at a per capita transmission rate β1. In a
less restricted scenario some transmissions may occur between individuals regard-
less of where they are within the structure of a group. This group-level, density
dependent infection process occurs at a per capita transmission rate β0.
To allow us to compare simulations where the overall strength of infection is
identical but the relative importance of each transmission route varies we repa-
rameterise using two new constants: Γ = β0+β1 the total strength of transmission
and α = β0/(β0 + β1) which controls a continual transition from group-level to
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within rank transmission. Given these definitions, within rank transmission in
rank i occurs in addition to group-level transmission at a rate
Γ(1− α)SiIi (2.10)





2.5.1 Comparing models with and without differential fe-
cundity
We start our discussion of the effect of various transmission routes with the results
of simulations for a population without fecundity benefits (c = 1) where infections
only occur within the same rank (α = 0.0). Figure 2.2a shows how the long term
equilibrium prevalence I/N varies over the parameter space that was used in
Figure 2.1. At high ν and high φp disease does not persist within the population
(i.e. I/N = 0). This is largely due to the fact that in this region of the parameter
space the group population is significantly reduced.
Similarity in the shape of the population size contours (Figure 2.1a) and the
prevalence contours in Figure 2.2a suggests that there is a close relationship be-
tween the group population size N and disease prevalence I/N . This is confirmed
by Figure 2.2b but N is not the only factor determining prevalence since, for a
given N , the prevalence can take a range of values. When α = 0, the only way
disease passes between ranks is by the successful movement of infected individ-
uals. Thus higher movement rates result in a better connected disease network
and correspond to higher prevalence. Disease is absent when the group size N is
small, and below a certain population size, the disease invasion threshold, disease
can not persist. In this scenario (c = 1,α = 0) the invasion threshold varies from
N = 57 at high ν and low φp to N = 68 at low ν and high φp. These popula-
tion sizes define the extremes of a range of disease invasion thresholds which are
compared with the equivalent ranges for three other scenarios in Figure 2.2d.
The range of ν and φp over which disease persists increases when differential
fecundity is included (c = 0, α = 0). This increase in persistence occurs regardless
of the structure of the group (compare Figures 2.1b and 2.3a). A more subtle
difference between these two scenarios is that although for both c = 1 and c = 0
movements are driven by population pressure, the destination in scenarios without
differential fecundity (c = 1) is random whereas when differential fecundity is
included (c = 0) individuals in the bottom ranks are more likely to move and they
tend to move to the higher ranks. In the latter case the distribution of the ages of
individual is always skewed, with a concentration of older (=mature) individuals
in the higher ranks (Figure 2.3a,b). Note that the distribution of ages in the
entire group is identical whether differential fecundity is included or not (Figure
2.3a). Because older individuals have been exposed to disease for longer they
are therefore more likely to have been infected (Figure 2.3c). The concentration
of infected individuals in a restricted part of the population results in greater
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Figure 2.2 Effect of movement between ranks on long term equilibrium disease
prevalence and persistence in simulations with transmission within rank only or
with some group-level transmission (α = 0.0 and 0.1 respectively). These results
were generated with total transmission rate Γ = 0.05, other parameters as in
figure 2.1. a: Prevalence (I/N) in a scenario without differential fecundity (c =
1.0 and α = 0.0) (grey contours). The boundary between areas where I/N = 0
and I/N > 0 (I/N = 0.01) maps combinations of ν and φp that correspond with
the disease invasion threshold. These are included for four scenarios: c = 1.0
or 0.0 and α = 0.0 or 0.1. The zero contour from 2.1b is also included (grey),
indicating parameter combinations at which individuals are evenly distributed
across ranks. b,c,e and f: I/N as a function of group population size (N) for the
same scenarios as in subfigure (a) and over the entire range of ν and φp. The
width of the data cloud arises because I/N not only depends on N but also on
the distribution of individuals across ranks and their ages, which in turn depend
on φp as well as ν. The disease invasion threshold also varies with ν and φp, and
the minimum and maximum value of the invasion threshold in each scenario are
marked by red and blue lines. d: Comparison of the ranges of the disease invasion
threshold (bounded by min. and max) for the four scenarios considered in this
figure.
infectious pressure in such populations as a whole in turn resulting in greater
persistence of disease. The effect of the age distribution on the level of disease is
strongest in top-heavy populations (high ν, low φp), where a greater abundance
of older individuals in high fecundity ranks coincides with a larger number of
individuals residing in those levels (Figure 2.3d). This greater abundance of
older individuals in high fecundity ranks is also present in balanced (intermediate
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ν and φp, Figure 2.3e) and also in bottom-heavy populations (low ν and high
φp, Figure 2.3f). but in the latter the abundance of older individuals in higher
fecundity ranks is counter balanced by a smaller number of individuals residing in
those levels and there is no clear trend of the number of infected individuals with
rank. In this case, the total prevalence in scenarios with and without differential
fecundity is very similar and the effect on persistence disappears.
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Figure 2.3 Analysis of the relationship between rank, age and disease prevalence
in simulations with and without differential fecundity (c = 0 and c = 1). The
data used for this analysis are the dates of births and disease states of those
individuals present at the end of a simulation run with specific ν and φp (as
indicated), averaged over 40 runs. All other parameters as in Figure 2.2 with
α = 0. a: Comparison of the age distributions in the entire population, b:
Comparison of median and 95% range of ages across ranks, c: Median age vs.
prevalence in ranks (Ii/ni). The data for a,b and c were generated with ν = 0.36
and φp = 0.1. The resulting population structure is balanced when c = 0 as can
be seen in d, which shows the number of individuals in each rank as well as the
number of I and S dark and light shades respectively. Respectively in e and f we
show a similar analysis for ν = 1.24, φp = 0.02 in which the high fecundity ranks
are relatively large and ν = 0.18, φp = 0.3 in which the high fecundity ranks are
relatively small respectively.
2.5.2 Including group-level transmissions
We now relax the assumption that transmission only occurs between individuals
within the same rank (α = 0) as this is a very restrictive scenario and in most
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realistic situations there will be some interaction between animals in different
ranks giving rise to what we refer to above as group-level transmissions (α > 0).
In the extreme case where all transmissions are at the group-level (α = 1.0) the
population behaves as one and there are only minor differences between models
with and without fecundity benefits, due to small differences in group population
size. When α = 0.1 there remains a difference between scenarios without (c = 1)
and with differential fecundity (c = 0) suggesting that the effect of differential
fecundity remains present even when there are some connections between ranks.
In Figures 2.2d-f we show that disease persistence increases by the inclusion of
a limited amount of group-level infection (α = 0.1). Figures 2.2e-f show a much
more direct relationship between N and I/N when α = 0.1 than when α = 0
(Figure 2.2b-c) and this is confirmed by the narrower ranges of the disease invasion
thresholds in Figure 2.2d.
2.5.3 The effect of vertical transmission
We also consider the impact of vertical and pseudo-vertical from infected parent
to offspring with probability pv to reflect the observation that in many wildlife
diseases such transmissions provide an important feedback mechanism that plays
a key role in disease persistence. The rate at which this occurs is often significant
(e.g. in the case of Paratuberculosis in Rabbits, pv was shown to be 0.33 (Judge
et al., 2006), for Toxoplasma Gondii in mice pv was shown to be as high a 0.75
(Hide et al., 2009)).
An important difference with the group-level transmission route is that pseudo-
vertical transmission introduces non-random connections in the transmission net-
work. When differential fecundity is included (c = 0) this provides an important
feedback between high fecundity ranks that generate most of the young adults and
low fecundity ranks where most of the young adults start off. Without differential
fecundity (c = 1), the additional contacts are essentially random.
Figure 2.4 shows that, when Γ > 0, pseudo-vertical transmission (pv = 0.25)
has a very similar effect to the inclusion of random transmissions between ranks as
seen above. Disease persists over a larger range of ν and φp (Figure 2.4a) and the
disease invasion threshold is lower (Figure 2.4b). The ranges of disease invasion
thresholds are also narrower (Figure 2.4b), reflecting that the inclusion of pv
introduces new connections between ranks, and causes a more globally connected
disease transmission network.
2.5.4 Transmission occurring at movement attempts
In the results so far, movement attempts only directly influence the distribution
of disease when an infected individual succeeds in moving. We now consider
the additional effect of including a probability of discrete transmission events
occurring on all movement attempts. This can be justified, as movement attempts
are likely to generate additional contacts between individuals in different ranks
and groups. Such contacts are likely to be agonistic and particularly aggressive
interactions, and may be very important in the transmission of disease. If we
assume that whenever an attempt to move is made, there is one contact with
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Figure 2.4 Effect of vertical transmission (pv) on long term equilibrium disease
persistence. a: Disease invasion thresholds under four scenarios: with and without
differential fecundity (c = 0.0 or 1.0), and without and with pseudo vertical
transmission (pv = 0.0 or 0.25). Results generated with Γ = 0.05 and α = 0.0
and other parameters as in Figure 2.2. b: Comparison of the ranges of the disease
invasion threshold for the four scenarios considered in this figure (see Figure 2.2
and the main text for a further explanation.
an individual in the target group and a specific probability of infection (βp) we
can define the rate of infection of susceptible individuals in rank j caused by








and the rate of infections of susceptible individuals that succeed in moving from








Note that we model this as a frequency dependent process where the rates are
directly linked to the movement rates. If we include non-fatal failed movement
attempts, we need to also consider the rate at which susceptible individuals from
rank i survive and attract infection while attempting to move.
In the absence of other modes of disease transmission (Γ = 0, pv = 0) there is
a direct link between disease and the structure that emerges under different values
of ν and φp (compare Figures 2.1b and 2.5a). Trivially, disease is not sustainable
at low movement rates. More interestingly, disease does not persist at low values
of ν even when all movement attempts involving infectious individuals result in
a transmission event (βp = 1). When movement rates are sufficient to maintain
some disease within the population, simulations including differential fecundity
(c = 0) have lower persistence than those without (c = 1). This can be explained
by the observation (from results not shown here) that for most values of ν (except
ν < 0.3), the total number of attempted moves when c = 0 is less than when
c = 1. This difference occurs because in the scenario where c = 0, at low ν there
is a majority in low fecundity ranks and there is a great tendency to move, at
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high ν the majority is in high fecundity ranks and the overall tendency to move
is low.












































































Figure 2.5 Effect of movements between ranks on long term equilibrium disease
persistence in simulations with varying probability of transmission associated
with movement attempts (βp). a: Disease invasion thresholds under six scenarios:
c = 1.0 or 0.0, and βp = 0.1 or 0.5 or 1.0. In this comparison there are no other
transmissions, i.e. Γ = 0.0. In this case, disease prevalence is zero in the area
below and to the right of the contours. b: Disease invasion thresholds under six
scenarios: c = 1.0 or 0.0, and βp = 0.0 or 0.2 or 0.5, with Γ = 0.05. Results
generated with α = 0.0, pv = 0.0 and other parameters as in Figure 2.2. In this
case, disease prevalence is zero in the area above and to the right of the contours.
c: Comparison of the ranges of the disease invasion threshold for the six scenarios
considered in part b of this figure (see Figure 2.2 and the main text for a further
explanation).
When both Γ > 0 and βp > 0, the disease invasion contours in Figure 2.5b
are a combination of the patterns when Γ > 0 only (Figure 2.2) and βp > 0 only
(Figure 2.5a). The main effect of increasing βp is that the disease becomes more
stable (generally persists in smaller populations) and persistence becomes less a
function of population size (Figure 2.5c). The inclusion of differential fecundity
leads to greater persistence (Figure 2.5b) when βp is low but when increasing βp
persistence in simulations with high movement rates, the effect can be reversed.
2.5.5 Spatial heterogeneity and differential fecundity
The spatial dimension is implemented as a square lattice consisting of multiple
groups with territories of identical carrying capacity. As before, each group is
subdivided into a number of ranks, each with specific fecundity. Individuals can
move between ranks as well as groups (dispersal). As in the non-spatial model,
the motivation to disperse is based on the current position within the spatial-
social structure, i.e. individuals in low fecundity ranks and in those ranks with
large numbers of individuals have a greater tendency to move. An individual
that attempts to move from its current group and rank can move to a new rank
in its current group or an alternative group. Local movements, to a different
rank within the same group, remain a possibility. The choice of the alternative
group depends on the distance from the current group and the choice of rank is
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driven by the same parameters as in the non-spatial model (individuals are more
likely to attempt moving to higher ranks). The rate of attempted movement in
equation (2.6) is changed to a term describing the rate of attempted movement
from rank i in group v to rank j in group w:
ρvwij (nvi) = νfinvi
aj
Nl
F (v, w). (2.14)
In this rate, the proportion of all attempted movements from group v to group
w is given by the factor
F (v, w) = pδvw + (1− p)(1− δvw)f(d(v, w)), (2.15)
where δvw is the Kronecker delta (i.e. δvw = 1 when v = w and δvw = 0 when
v 6= w), p is the proportion of all movements away from a rank within a group
to another rank within the same group (local movement attempt) and 1 − p is
the proportion of all movements to another group (dispersal)(i.e. when p = 1 all
attempted movements are local movement attempts, when p = 0 all attempted
movements are dispersal attempts). The actual distance dependence is described
by f(d(v, w)), which is some function of the spatial distance between groups v and
w. In the simulations presented in this chapter, for computational convenience, we
only allow dispersal at equal rates to the four nearest neighbours. Other workers
have used a number of alternatives for the distance dependence. Including random
dispersal, in which case the rate of dispersal to all other groups is set to be equal,
regardless of the distance between them. Another alternative would be to let the
rate of dispersal decay as a function of the distance. Commonly used functions
are the negative exponential (e.g. Bolker and Pacala (1997)), or a power law
function with a negative exponent (e.g. Filipe and Maule (2003)).
To reflect the difference in nature between movements to a new rank within
the same group and those that involve movement to a new group we introduce a







where φd > 0 is referred to as the dispersal constant. This function behaves
as a logistic function when φd = 1 and as a step function as φd → ∞. In the
latter case Pd(Nw) = 0 when Nw = K and Pd(Nw) = 1 when Nw < K. This
additional acceptance probability also ensures that the carrying capacity of the
target group is not exceeded when a movement into it occurs. Combining the
acceptance probabilities for social movements and dispersal we get the acceptance
probability into rank j of group w for movements from a different group
Pa(Nw, nwj) = Pd(Nw)Pp(nwj). (2.17)
In the current version of the model there is no disease transmission between
individuals in different groups. This results in the least homogeneous mixing of
disease and can be considered as an extreme case. In reality, direct spatial disease
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transmission as opposed to spread via movement of individuals could play a major
role in the spread of disease within a population.

















































Figure 2.6 Effect of varying rates of movement between groups in a spatial context
(1−p) on long term equilibrium disease persistence. a: Disease invasion thresholds
under six scenarios: c = 1.0 or 0.0, and p = 1.0 or 0.9 or 0.0. These results were
generated on a 3 by 3 spatial grid, with α = 0.0, pv = 0.0, βp = 0.0 and all other
parameters identical to those used in Figure 2.2. b: Comparison of the ranges
of the disease invasion threshold for four of the scenarios considered in part a of
this figure (see Figure 2.2 and the main text for an explanation of the meaning of
these ranges). The ranges of disease invasion thresholds for the above scenarios
but with 2 and 10 ranks are also shown.
Including dispersal stabilizes disease due to the well documented effect of
patchiness and asynchronicity in disease dynamics (e.g. Renshaw (1991); Tilman
and Kareiva (1997); Keeling (2000)). The spatial effects are of a similar magni-
tude as the effects of differential fecundity and occur in addition to the latter, as
illustrated by Figure 2.6, because simulations with and without fecundity differ-
ences (c = 0 vs c = 1) also have different disease invasion thresholds when spatial
movements are included. The relative importance of the effect of spatial move-
ments compared to the effect of differential fecundity depends on the number of
ranks within each group (Figure 2.6b). When the number of ranks is small, the
inclusion of differential fecundity benefits (c = 0) in the absence of spatial move-
ments (p = 1) has a smaller effect compared to the inclusion of spatial movements
(p = 0)in the absence of differential fecundity (c = 1). Disease is most persistent
in scenarios where spatial movements and differential fecundity are combined.
As the number of ranks increases, the effect of differential fecundity becomes
increasingly important and outstrips the effect of spatial movements.
2.6 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter we illustrate the combined effects of differential fecundity and a
variety of modes of disease transmission on disease prevalence and persistence. We
show that, in most cases, disease persistence increases when differential fecundity
drives the demographic processes. This work adds to an extensive literature
concerned with the effect of various types of population heterogeneity on disease
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dynamics, including space (Renshaw, 1991; Tilman and Kareiva, 1997), sex and
age (Anderson and May, 1984; Anderson and Trewhella, 1985) and disease status
(Gudelj and White, 2004).
We take a mechanistic approach, focusing on the dynamic nature of the con-
tacts by modeling the processes of movement and dispersal within a structured
population driven by fecundity differences. This results in a dynamic contact net-
work and acknowledges that contact networks are at best an approximation to
the contact processes occurring within a population (i.e. the processes in which
transmission of disease can occur). Building on the non-spatial model of David-
son et al. (2008), we embed the social structure in a spatial context. This takes
into account that individuals can improve their chances of reproductive success
by moving to a rank with better fecundity within their current group or in a group
in another spatial location (Creel and Rabenold, 1994; Woodroffe et al., 1995).
The resulting population structure is “nested” This is similar to the household
models common to epidemiology (Ferguson et al., 1997; Ball, 1999), but differs
from them in that in our model individuals can move between subpopulations
within the model.
A drawback of simple mass action models (Keeling, 2005) is that they don’t in-
clude the key features typically observed in human (Read and Keeling, 2003) and
animal (e.g. Cross et al. (2004); Lusseau and Newman (2004); Ramos-Fernández
et al. (2009)) networks: (1) the number of potential contacts between individuals
is limited and highly variable, (2) any two individuals are connected by a small
number of steps and (3) individuals are likely to share the same contacts. Al-
though in our model the contact network is not defined explicitly, it does capture
some of the key characteristics observed in many networks. By restricting trans-
mission to ranks only we assure that the possible number of contacts between
individuals is limited and highly clustered. Allowing individuals to move be-
tween ranks and groups may replace the need to explicitly include “small world”
properties into the disease transmission network.
Our model should be seen as a conceptual model as to our knowledge there
currently is no data that could be used specifically to parameterise the model
presented in this chapter. Such data would need to demonstrate a causal link
between fecundity differences and population structure in a local and a spatial
sense. In addition it would need to demonstrate to what extent the disease
transmission network is affected by such structure. In the absence of such data
we rely on a systematic investigation of the parameter space in order to assess
the potential importance and relative effects of the processes in our model.
Mapping the population structure for varying parameter combinations (Figure
2.1) demonstrates the flexibility of our modeling framework and its ability to
represent a range of plausible population structures that reflect the distribution
of fecundity across the population.
Differential fecundity and the resulting population structure have a profound
impact on disease persistence (Figure 2.3). The key feature in our approach is the
dependence of birth and movement rates on fecundity through the parameters ai,
ν and φp. This generates heterogeneity affecting the number of individuals in
each rank as well as the distribution of the ages of individuals across ranks. The
concentration of older (mature) individuals in some ranks causes higher preva-
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lence in those ranks and greater persistence in the entire group. The simulations
presented in this chapter demonstrate that this effect is strongest when disease
transmission is restricted to ranks of equal fecundity, but is also present when
the contact network is widened by including contacts with other ranks, pseudo-
vertical transmission and to some extend transmission on movement attempts.
Including spatial heterogeneity further amplifies the effect of differential fe-
cundity and our simulations suggest that the number of ranks (subgroups with
specific fecundity) determines the relative size of fecundity effects compared to
that of the purely spatial effects becomes increasingly important as the number
of ranks increases. This type of heterogeneity that includes differential fecundity
as a driver for spatial movements is different from that in purely spatial mod-
els where movements between social groups are purely driven by the population
densities in the source and target groups.
In simulations where individuals can survive failed movement attempts and
return to their original group and rank, the lower ranks of the model become less
depleted and the skew in age distributions is likely to be less pronounced. We
have not simulated the effect of differential fecundity on disease dynamics in such
scenarios but they are likely to be much more subtle and less pronounced.
Animals living in groups within well defined territories tend to patrol and de-
fend their territorial boundaries (e.g. badgers (Kruuk, 1989)). Such activity can
lead to additional contacts (likely to be aggressive in nature) between susceptible
and infectious individuals in different social groups, and may be very important
in the spread of disease between social groups. Additional contacts may occur
when individuals range or forage in neighbouring territories. Disease transmission
occurring during these types of contact is currently not included in our model,
but in spatial simulations these would lead to a more homogeneous contact struc-
ture, an increase in disease prevalence and a less pronounced difference between
models with and without differential fecundity.
Given the evidence in nature for the types of hierarchies emerging from our
model, the effect of such structures on disease dynamics needs to be considered
when examining the impact of control strategies.
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Table 1. Event rates and associated changes in state-space for the non spatial model
without disease
Event type Total event rate Change in state






Death in rank i µni δni = −1
Successful move from rank i into rank j νfini
aj
Nl
e−φpajnj δni = −1, δnj = +1
















Table 2. Event rates and associated changes in state-space for the non spatial model with
disease and without survival
Event type Total event rate Change in state












Death in rank i µni δni = −1
Successful move from rank i into rank j νfini
aj
Nl
e−φpajnj δni = −1, δnj = +1













Death of infective in rank i µIi δIi = −1
Successful attempt to move by infective from rank i into rank j νfiIi
aj
Nl
e−φpajnj δIi = −1, δIj + 1
Failed attempt to move by infective from rank i







Infective mover from rank i






δSj = −1, δIj = +1
Global infection of susceptibles in rank i by infective in rank j Γ(1− α)SiIj δSi = −1, δIi = +1
Within rank infection in rank i ΓαSiIi δSi = −1, δIi = +1
Table 2.2 Event rates and associated changes in state-space for the non spatial
model without disease
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Table 2. Event rates and associated changes in state-space for the non spatial model with
disease and without survival
Event type Total event rate Change in state
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δSj = −1, δIj = +1
Global infection of susceptibles in rank i by infective in rank j Γ(1− α)SiIj δSi = −1, δIi = +1
Within rank infection in rank i ΓαSiIi δSi = −1, δIi = +1
Table 2.3 Event rates and associated changes in state-space for the non spatial
model with disease and without survival
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Table 3. Variables and parameters used in the model
Symbol Description
State-space variables
N (Nv) Total number of individuals in group (group v)
ni (nvi) Number of individuals in rank i (in group v)
Si (Svi) Number of susceptibles in rank i (in group v)
Ii (Ivi) Number of infecteds in rank i (in group v)
Nl Number of ranks in each group
Demographic parameters
rb Per capita birth rate
K Group carrying capacity
µ Per capita mortality rate
ai Coefficient reflecting reproductive fitness and desirability of rank i
fi Coefficient reflecting probability of newborns entering and individuals leaving rank i
c Intercept used in linear definition of ai
ν Per capita movement rate
p Proportion of movements assigned to local movements
φp Promotion constant: determines probability of success of entering a rank
µp Probability of dying after failed movement attempt
φd Dispersal constant: determines probability of success of entering a group
Disease parameters
β0 Per capita rate of group-level infection
β1 Per capita rate of infection within rank
Γ Overall strength of infection (β0 + β1)
α Relative importance of group-level infection (β0/(β0 + β1))
pv Probability of disease transmission from parent to offspring at birth
βp Probability of disease transmission trough contact at movement attempt




using discrete observations with
errors
3.1 Introduction
Understanding population dynamics processes in wildlife populations has impor-
tant implications for wildlife conservation and management. It can also be an
important component in understanding the spread of disease because wildlife
species often live in small groups which can fluctuate significantly in size and this
directly affects the disease dynamics within such populations (Anderson and May,
1979; Wilson and Hassell, 1997). Our understanding of demographic processes
in wildlife populations is generally based on observations that are in some way
incomplete. For example such observations are typically only made at discrete
points in time (e.g. annually) and tend to include significant errors (depending
on the sampling effort). Modelling can provide a way to deal with such shortcom-
ings and help improve our understanding of demographic processes as illustrated
by a wealth of modelling literature (among many others Anderson and Trewhella
(1985) and Renshaw (1991)). However, the value of modelling greatly improves if
it is integrated with the available data in a way that includes all sources of variabil-
ity (e.g. demographic stochasticity, variations between locations) and uncertainty
(e.g. observational error). Here we adopt an approach to inference in stochastic
models documented by Marion et al. (2012) in the context of species distribution
modelling. The focus of our application is the inference of demographic and (in
Chapter 4) epidemiological processes in wildlife populations using discrete state-
space continuous time Markov processes. In this context we introduce a number
of novel developments which extend the state of the art including inference of
observation model parameters and assessment of between group variability. This
methodology is developed and tested in order to apply it to long term observa-
tions of a population of European badgers (Meles meles) in Woodchester Park
(SW England) (Delahay et al., 2000, 2001; Vicente et al., 2007) (Figure 3.1(a)
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and 3.1(b). These data have been collected since the mid 1970s and a consistent
observation strategy has been in place since the early 1980s . Several authors have
presented models for demography and disease using parameter estimates based
on these observations (Delahay et al., 2000). The earliest such models were deter-
ministic (Anderson and Trewhella, 1985; Bentil and Murray, 1993; Barlow, 1996;
Swinton et al., 1997). Later models are more complex and include stochasticity
(White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al., 1995; Shirley et al., 2003). To date such
models for badger ecology and epidemiology have relied on summary statistics
(e.g. number of lactating females, life expectancy) for their parameter estimates
and have therefore not accounted for the uncertainty inherent in the data. Our
aim is to present a statistically rigorous approach for stochastic models that can
be used to estimate the parameters for a simple population dynamics model di-
rectly from the Woodchester Park data.
We implement Bayesian inference using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
to estimate the parameters for a continuous time discrete state space model for
demography within a population affected by births and deaths only. We use an
event based likelihood approach which was first proposed by Gibson and Renshaw
(1998) and Renshaw and Gibson (1998). Their approach has subsequently been
applied by various other authors including O’Neill and Roberts (1999), Gibson
and Renshaw (2001), Marion et al. (2007), Boys et al. (2008) and Marion et al.
(2012) to a variety of ecological and epidemiological systems. The method re-
quires the construction of an event sequence that is consistent with the available
observations of events and/or state space variables and allows joint estimation
of parameters and missing data. Some authors have discussed applications to
partially observed data, e.g. Gibson and Renshaw (1998), Renshaw and Gibson
(1998), O’Neill and Roberts (1999) and Gibson and Renshaw (2001) discuss an
application where all events of one or more types are observed, and all others need
to be inferred. Others including Boys et al. (2008), Catterall et al. (2012) and
Marion et al. (2012) apply the method to a case where only the state space vari-
ables and no actual events are observed. In none of these studies do the authors
account for errors in the observation process but rather assume that any obser-
vations are exact. Moreover, the majority of such studies only consider fitting
models to single replicate data sets. However, Gibson et al. (2006) analyse data
on disease spread in plant populations from experimental microcosms in which
they fit stochastic models to data from individual experimental replicates. Al-
though these data exhibit considerable variability between replicates they make
no allowance for this when fitting a single model to the combined data. Therefore
methodological developments are needed to better account for observation errors
and variability e.g. between groups in the context of wildlife populations. Note
that there are several alternatives to the MCMC approach taken in this thesis,
including Approcimate Bayesian Computation (ABC) and Particle MCMC.
The aims of the work presented here are:
1. To further develop the state of the art inference methodology using event-
based likelihood approaches for continuous time stochastic models by (a)
incorporating observation models, (b) combining the likelihood for multiple
groups and (c) developing a hierarchical scheme to infer variation between












































































(a) Woodchester Park baitmarking map
(b) Example population history
Figure 3.1 (a) Baitmarking map for 2003 for the Woodchester Park study area
outlining the territories of specific badger groups (Provided by Gavin Wilson
(FERA), see Delahay et al. (2001) for details on baitmarking technique). For
each of these groups we can extract a time-series of the population history. (b)
An example for the WEST social group.
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groups.
2. To develop and test the proposed inference methods for demographic pro-
cesses in wildlife.
3. To demonstrate their practical utility by application to the long term ob-
servations from the Woodchester Park study.
When we study population dynamics in wild-life populations, we generally do
not observe birth and death events directly and the population size is observed at
discrete points in time (e.g. annually) via some imperfect sampling procedure. To
date, when applying model parametrisation to this type of data the assumption
has been made that the state space variables are observed without error. This
can lead to considerable complications when constructing and proposing changes
to the event sequence, for example Boys et al. (2008) implemented a complicated
set of changes between observations in order to fit the event sequence exactly to
the data. This type of complication does not occur when the data we use con-
sists of events (e.g Gibson and Renshaw (1998) and O’Neill and Roberts (1999).
As suggested by Marion et al. (2012) we can account for observational error by
multiplying the event based likelihood with an observation model that relates
the state-space observations to the inferred underlying state of the system. This
removes the necessity of matching the event sequence exactly to the observations.
In most previous work the observation model is not explicitly included (e.g. Cat-
terall et al. (2012)) and thus they implicitly assume the the observations are
made without error. Other authors have included an observation model but with
fixed parameters assuming they are known (e.g. McInerny and Purves (2011).
In our implementation we make the observation model and its parameters an
integral part of the likelihood definition. This allows for more flexibility in the
estimation and in theory allows us to estimate the noise parameters as well. The
observation model specifies a probability distribution for any observed quantities
conditional on the “true” underlying state of the system. Such observation mod-
els can take any number of forms depending on the type of limitations inherent
in the observations (Royle and Dorazio, 2008; Marion et al., 2012).
The way in which we deal with the error term by including separate models
for the process as well as the observations, is very similar to the approach rou-
tinely used in Bayesian inference on discrete time state-space models (e.g. Clark
and Bjørnstad (2004), Buckland et al. (2007) and Newman et al. (2009)) and
seems particularly suited to deal with capture mark recapture data (King et al.,
2009). Although much progress has been made in developing inferential tools
for such discrete time models, Buckland et al. (2007) have noted that continuous
time state space models would in many cases provide a better representation of
the underlying processes. In this thesis we demonstrate that we can overcome
computational issues in order to implement inference for latent process models in
continuous time.
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Generic inference approach
We start by outlining a generic framework for Bayesian inference in continuous
time discrete state-space models. This follows, with slight modifications, the
outline given by Marion et al. (2012) (Figure 3.2). Central to the approach is
the likelihood which can be defined as the probability of making observations D
given a model structure, parameter values and some initial condition. The model
definition can be split into (a) the process model which describes the underlying
biological assumptions and can be thought to represent the “true” but unobserved
state of the system of interests, and (b) the observation model which describes the
probability of making the observations D for any underlying state of the system
as described by the process model.
Understanding of the biological processes that determine the system of in-
terest enables specification of the stochastic process model P (ζ|θM , s(t0)) of any
complete state-space history ζ (e.g. the population size at all times of interest).
The process model is conditional on the model parameters θM and the initial
state s(t0) (e.g. the initial population size). The observation model P (D|ζ, θN)
describes the probability of observing the data D given any underlying history
ζ. The product of the process model and the observation model is the complete
likelihood for the parameters θ = (θM , θN , s(t0)). Bayesian inference is based on
the posterior distribution of the unknowns (θ, ζ) given the data, which is propor-
tional to the product of the prior and the complete likelihood. The prior P (θ)
encodes knowledge (sometimes obtained directly from alternative data sets) that
constrains the range of parameter values. In practice, techniques such as MCMC
are used to draw samples from the posterior, which in turn can be used to obtain
almost any relevant statistic. For example parameter distributions P (θ|D) can
be obtained by marginalizing over possible histories ζ.
3.2.2 Definition of the event based process likelihood
We follow the definition of an event based likelihood for continuous time state-
space models proposed by Gibson and Renshaw (1998) and the notation of Marion
et al. (2007). In the case where all changes to the state-space (events) are observed
the complete state space history ζ is fully described by the initial state s(t0) and
the set of all events that occur over the same time period E = {(Ek, tk) : k =
1 . . . n}, where EK ∈ {ei : i = 1 . . . #event types} and ei is the set of possible
event types, and the time at which events occur tk ∈ [t0, tn]. The process model,
in this case referred to as the complete likelihood, for this complete state space
history ζ and the process parameters θM and the initial population N(t0) is
P (ζ|θM , N(t0)) ∝
n∏
k=1
P (Ek|N(tk−1); θ) (3.1)
where the probability of a specific event Ek occurring at tk is defined as
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Figure 3.2 Generic overview of inference approach for dynamic stochastic models.
It includes model components in dark grey boxes, inference elements light grey
and biological data and information white boxes. See text for details. Modified
from Marion et al. (2012).
P (Ek|N(tk−1); θ) ∝ r(ei, N(tk−1); θM)e−R(N(tk−1);θM )δtk (3.2)
where R(N(t); θM) is the sum of all the event rates at time t. In the case of our
simple model for population dynamics we only need to consider birth and death
events. To account for the fact that the end of the period of interest tn does not
necessarily coincide with an event, the likelihood also includes the probability of
no event happening between the last event and tn. Having defined the likelihood
function, in the case where we have observations of all events, we could use a
maximum likelihood method to find the parameter estimates Edwards (1992)
but here we proceed with a Bayesian approach.
3.2.3 The observation model
When dealing with ecological observations we rarely have complete knowledge of
the timing and order of events. In our particular application for the long term
observations of badgers in Woodchester Park (Section 3.4) we only use an annual
count of the number of badgers and these counts are subject to considerable
error as only a proportion of all individuals is captured every year. In these
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circumstances, the initial state and the timing and type of any events that are not
observed need to be inferred in such a way that the corresponding inferred state
space sequence is consistent with the observations available as well as the process
and observation models. We think of the complete set of events as E = {DE, H},
where the sub-set DE is the set of all observed events and the set H is the set
of all unobserved events (sometimes referred to as hidden). The set of all data
D includes observations of the state-space DS as well as observed events DE, so
that D = {DE, DS}. In our case we have no observations of events (e.g. births
and deaths) so the set DE is empty. However, in some systems events may be
observed directly (e.g. animal movements (Walker et al., 2006)).
In the estimation procedure, the details of which will be discussed later, we
infer the state space history. These, together with the initial population (which
is also inferred) define an inferred history of the state-space S. We relate the
observations of the state-space DS to the inferred history of the state space S
through an observation model P (DS|S, θN), where θN is a set of observation
model parameters. When generating simulated data and in the application to
the Woodchester Park data the observation model is the binomial probability of
observing a particular population size given the “true”, inferred population size
and some probability of detection pd for each individual. In other applications the
observation model can take other forms depending on the system of interest and
the way it is observed (Marion et al., 2012), for example a Bernouilli distribution
for presence absence data or the assumption that observations are exact (Catterall
et al., 2012).
The combined likelihood of the data and the hidden events is given by
P (D, ζ|θ) = P (ζ|θM , s(t0))P (D|ζ, θN) (3.3)
and this is used in Bayes’s Theorem to define the posterior distribution for the
parameters θ (including both model and noise parameters) and the missing the
unobserved state space history ζ as
P (θ, ζ|D) = P (D, ζ|θ)P (θ)
P (D)
. (3.4)
where P (θ), assuming the parameters are a priori independent, is the product of
the prior probabilities of all parameters and P (D) is constant for a given data-set.
So for a given data-set D we have
P (θ, ζ|D) ∝ P (D, ζ|θ)P (θ) (3.5)
.
3.2.4 Sampling parameters from the posterior
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques allow us to draw samples of the parameters
θ and state space histories ζ = H from the posterior P (θ, ζ|D) without having
to calculate the normalisation constant P (D). In this approach we generate
successive samples of θ and ζ using a Markov chain which should converge to
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a dynamic equilibrium that represents the posterior. The first samples before
reaching this equilibrium need to be discarded (this is commonly referred to as
the burn-in period) and we may need a large number of samples before achieving
convergence. Additional information about the implementation of the inference
algorithm is given in Appendix D.2.
We can use the Metropolis Hastings (MH) sampler (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970) in which we make small changes to the current estimate of the
parameter value and accept or reject the new value depending on the ratio of the
likelihoods calculated with the current and proposed parameter value. Dependent
on the model structure and for some choices of parameter and prior distribution
it is possible to calculate the exact form of the marginal posterior. This then
enables parameter samples to be drawn directly from the marginal posterior -
a procedure known as Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984; Gelfand and
Smith, 1990). In many cases this is more efficient than the MH algorithm because
no samples are rejected.
We can use the marginal posterior for rb as an example of a marginal posterior
that can be written as one of the standard distributions. Starting with the full
posterior for our model
P (θM |ζ) =
P (ζ|θM)P (rb)P (µ)P (K)
P (ζ)
(3.6)
and choosing the prior for rb as
P (rb) ∼ Γ(αrb , βrb) ∝ r
αrb−1
b exp (−βrbrb) (3.7)
which is a gamma distribution with parameters αrb and βrb . Then the posterior
density of rb conditional on µ, K and ζ is also a gamma distribution
P (rb|θ−rb , ζ) ∝ r
nb+αrb−1




∼Γ(αrb + nb, βrb + β′rb) (3.8)
where nb is the number of birth events in the state space history and using the
definition of our process model














so to sample from the marginal posterior we simply keep track of the number of
birth events in the state space history and recalculate β′ in each iteration. The
same holds for any other parameter (in our case this includes the death rate µ)
as long as the rates of the Markov process used in the likelihood are linear in
that parameter and we choose an appropriate form for the prior (e.g. gamma or
beta).
Cowles and Carlin (1996) discuss a range of heuristic tests of convergence for
MCMC, but in general there are no exact methods to determine convergence. In
this study we mostly use qualitative criteria to judge whether an inference run
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has converged to the stationary distribution. In all cases we visually check the
trace plot (e.g. Figure 3.4) for convergence and discard the samples generated
before convergence was reached (burn-in). We assume that convergence has oc-
curred once the trace plot fluctuates around some ”stable” equilibrium that is
maintained over a long period. When working with simulated data, a good esti-
mate is considered to be one where the “true” parameter value used to generate
the simulated data is included in the 95% Credible Interval. In some of the early
results (Section 3.3) 3.3 we also report the coverage which is the percentage of
a large number of runs for which the 95% CI includes the “true” value, and the
percentages of the number of runs which have median above or below the “true”
value which can be seen as a measure of the balance of the estimate. In later
sections we run the inference on a smaller number of groups and report the me-
dian and 95% CI and plot the posterior density distributions which give a more
complete impression of shape of the distributions. In general we assume that a
more focused posterior (i.e. smaller variance) is better than a wider posterior
provided it covers the “true” value. This allows us to compare estimates that
are derived in different ways (single group estimates versus combined likelihood
estimates based on multiple groups). A final criterium for the performance of
an inference run is whether the resulting estimate is robust when using different
and more challenging prior distributions. Obviously many of the qualitative cri-
teria mentioned here can not be used when interpreting results using real data
(Section 3.4). In that case we assume that the results can be trusted if we can
demonstrate that the approach works on simulated data produced with similar
parameter values.
3.2.5 Sampling state space histories from the posterior
When sampling state space histories we must explore spaces of varying dimen-
sions, therefore we use reversible jump MCMC (Green, 1995), an extension of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970), to gener-
ate samples of the unobserved state space history ζ from the posterior P (θ, ζ|D)
(Gibson and Renshaw, 1998). We start off with an initial state, event sequence
and corresponding state space history that are consistent with the data. During
each iteration in the inference run we propose a small number of changes M > 0
to the event sequence. The new event sequences resulting from each change is
accepted with probability
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is the likelihood ratio in which ζ is the current state space history and ζ ′ is the
proposed new state space history,
NR =
P (D|ζ ′, θN)
P (D|ζ, θN)
(3.12)
is the ratio of the observation model terms in which ζ is the current state space
history and ζ ′ is the proposed state space history, and
PR =
q(H ′ → H)
q(H → H ′)
(3.13)
is the proposal probability ratio, where q(H → H ′) is the probability of changing
the hidden part of the event sequence H to H ′ and q(H → H ′) is the probability
of reversing that change.
There are many options for initialising the event sequence but in our appli-
cation we start off with no events and the initial population N(t0) set to the
maximum observed population size. Possible changes are the addition of new
events (i.e. births or deaths), the removal of existing events, changing the tim-
ing of existing events and changing the initial state (here we are only concerned
with population size). Note that some proposed changes may result in “impossi-
ble” state space histories (e.g. changing the intial population to negative values,
changes that result in population sizes smaller than the carrying capacity). In
that case the likelihood is set to a negative value which automatically leads to
acceptance probability of zero. Changes to the event sequence are referred to as
moves and are proposed with a specific proposal probability. Some care is needed
to work out the proposal probability for each move:
1. Addition of an event (birth or death) with probability p1. In this case we
draw a unique random time to insert an event from U(t0, tn), then we work
out the type of event to add with probability




where T = tn − t0.
2. Removal of an event with probability p2. In practice we select a random
event from the event sequence with probability 1/n, so the proposal prob-





3. The change of the timing of a randomly chosen event with probability p3.
Here we randomly choose one event with probability 1/n, and draw a new
unique random time from U(t0, tn) for that event. The proposal probability
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4. The change of the initial population N(t0) with probability p4. Here we
randomly choose whether to increment or decrement the initial population.
This is done with equal probability so the proposal probability for this type






















1 change timing of an event
1 change the initial population
(3.18)
3.2.6 Prior distributions
The prior probabilities of the parameters should reflect what we know about
the parameters before including the data D (Kass and Wasserman, 1996). This
could be based on the analysis of data from other sources or on expert knowledge
about the processes involved. In principle prior distributions can take many
different forms, including vague priors expressing that we only have vague or
general knowledge about a particular parameter (e.g. uniform prior over the entire
possible range of a parameter). Such priors are often referred to as uninformative
but it has been argued by Irony and Singpurwalla (1997) that truly uninformative
priors do not exist. A priori we assume the parameters are independent and where
possible we choose prior distributions that results in the most convenient sampling
procedure.
In our application, choosing a Gamma distribution for the birth rate (rb) and
the death rate (µ) results in marginal posteriors that are also Gamma distri-
butions from which we can directly sample using a Gibbs algorithm. There is
no convenient choice for the carrying capacity K for which we implemented a
Metropolis Hastings sampler.
In our approach we do not fix the parameters for the observation model and in
theory these can be estimated as well. In practice, we find that the type of data
we use in this study does not contain enough information to do this (e.g Section
3.3.4. The estimate returned is often not very different from to the prior used for
the parameters for the observation model. In practice however, allowing for some
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flexibility in the observation parameters seems to result in better convergence
for the other parameters. In our application , choosing a Beta distribution for
the detection probability pd results in a marginal posterior which is also a Beta
distribution, which can be sampled with a Gibbs sampler. However when we
extend the model to include disease (Chapter 4), the error model includes a the
product of the detection probability and the test sensitivities. In that case the
marginal posterior can not be rewritten as a standard distribution. For this reason
we have implemented the sampling of pd as a Metropolis-Hastings sampler.
3.3 Application to simulated data
We present a simple model for population dynamics that defines the rates in the
event based process likelihood and can be used to simulate data that we can
use to test the inference approach. The model is designed to be applicable to
population dynamics in badgers and the data we simulated is aimed to reflect
the type of data we have available from Woodchester Park (an example is given
in 3.1(b). Using the simulated data we demonstrate that our inference approach
can be used to derive meaningful estimates of the model parameters before we
apply it to the data from Woodchester Park (Section 3.4).
3.3.1 A simple model for population dynamics
Population dynamics can be modelled stochastically by treating them as a discrete
state-space continuous time Markov process with exponential waiting times as
outlined by Cox and Miller (1965) and Gillespie (1977). In this approach we define
the rate at which each possible type of event ei occurs as a function of the state s(t)
of the system and the set of parameters θM that govern the process. We adopt a
simple model for population size N(t) at time t which is only affected by births (eb)
and deaths (ed). Births occur at logistic rate r(eb|N(t); θ) = rbN(t)(1−N(t)/K)
and deaths at rate r(ed|N(t); θM) = µN(t), where rb is the per capita birth rate,
K is the maximum possible population size (often referred to as the carrying
capacity) and µ is the per capita death rate. Note that here we only include a
single state-space variable (i.e. s(t) = N(t)) and the set of model parameters is
θM = {rb, µ,K}.
In order to test the implementation of the inference procedure we ran a number
of simulations for a population affected by births and deaths only (Figure 3.3).
Two different observation procedures were applied to each run. One where the
population size was recorded without error as and when events occurred (red
line in Figure 3.3. This data set is referred to as the complete data-set or the
complete set of events. The simulations also includes the option to observe the
population at discrete points in time and individuals are counted with a given
binomial detection probability pd (blue crosses in Figure 3.3). This observation
model is identical to the observation model in the inference code and this data
set is referred to as the discrete or incomplete data set. The latter type of data is
very similar to the data we extract from the Woodchester Park database (Figure
3.1(b)) to which we ultimately apply the inference method (Section 3.4). The
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Figure 3.3 Example of a simulated complete event sequence (red) simulated using
birth rate rb = 0.4, death rate µ = 0.2 and carrying capacity K = 40. Every
individual present at annual observation points was observed with a detection
probability (pd = 0.8). The grey lines are 10 examples of event sequences that
where accepted during the course of an inference run.
values of the parameters used to simulate the data were taken from the modelling
literature for badgers and TB (Mycobacterium bovis), a discussion of which will
follow later (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).
3.3.2 Inference on complete data
Although we rarely have complete data available we can use the complete data-
set to illustrate and check the inference method. It may also help us to assess
limitations in our abilities to infer process parameters and for example whether
whether we can expect the method to work equally well for all parameters. Fig-
ures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate that with the complete data set the method is highly
successful. The priors we used to obtain these estimates were set to be weak
(grey lines in density plots in Figure 3.4) and the parameter estimates seem very
well constrained (black lines in density plots). If we apply the inference on 100
independently simulated data sets representing different groups the “true” value
for all parameters is contained in the 95% Credible Interval for at least 96 of
the data sets (Figure 3.5). There appears to be a tendency to overestimate the
carrying capacity K (29% of the median estimates are below the “true” value and
71% above). A possible explanation for this is that the estimate of the carrying
capacity for a particular group is bounded below by the maximum population
size within that group. In a sense the likelihood is cut-off at that population size
(i.e. P (K < Nmax|D) = 0) and lower values of the carrying capacity are therefore
automatically rejected. Note that it might be possible to to reduce the tendency
to overestimate K by using an asymmetric prior, but from a biological point of
view the carrying capacity is not very well defined. We tend to have a better
understanding of the realised (equilibrium) population size which also depends
on the birth and death rates. This suggests that a better alternative may be to
constrain the estimates of K by using stronger priors for rb and µ. The other
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Figure 3.4 Example of inference results for demographic parameters (rb, K and
µ) using a complete data set (i.e. N observed every time an event occurs) from
a simulation. For each parameter the sample is plotted as a trace on the left
and the resulting posterior probability density on the right. These can compared
with the “true” value of the parameter (red line) that was used to simulate the
data, and with the prior density (grey line in density plots). The green lines
indicate the boundaries of the 95% Credible Interval for each parameter. Above
each density plot we also list the mean and standard deviation of the estimate.
The samples from the “burn-in” period (5000 iterations, indicated by blue lines
on the trace plots) are not included in the posterior density estimate.
parameters are not affected by such a lower bound as evidenced by the number
of cases in which the median under or over estimates their “true” value.
3.3.3 Inference of events only on annually observed data
To allows us to assess how well the initial population, detection probability and
unobserved birth and events are estimated we ran the inference on incomplete
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Death rate (µ)Birth rate (rb) Carrying capacity (K)
Coverage: 98%
Above/Below: 52% / 48%
Coverage: 96%
Above/Below: 49% / 51%
Coverage: 99%
Above/Below: 29% / 71%
Figure 3.5 Summary of inference results for the 3 demographic parameters on 100
simulated complete data sets. Black dots represent the median of the posterior
estimates and the bars span the 95% Credible Interval(green lines in Figure 3.4).
The red line indicates the “true” value of each parameter used to simulated the
data. Above each plot the percentage of cases where the 95%CI includes the
“true” parameter value as well as the percentage where the median was below or
above the “true” value respectively are indicated as well.
data with the parameter values fixed at their “true” values. In Figure 3.6 we show
the results for one particular simulated data-set. In this example the inference
was run over 10000 iterations with M = 50 proposed changes in each, so in effect
we generated 50000 samples of possible of the state space history (10 examples
of such state space histories are given in Figure 3.3 (grey lines)). Figure 3.6(a)
shows that the detection probability pd is estimated well in this scenario where
the birth and death parameters were not inferred but fixed at the values used to
generate the data. We also register the initial population (Figure 3.6(b) and the
number of births and deaths (Figures 3.6(c) and (d)) in each of the accepted event
sequences throughout the inference run. The resulting 95% Credible Intervals in
the example in Figure 3.6 all cover the “true” numbers in the complete data-set
from which the annual observations were generated. When we repeat this for 100
simulated data-sets we cover the “true” initial population in 98% of the cases and
the “true” number of births and deaths in all of the cases.
3.3.4 Inference of parameters and events on annually ob-
served data
Our main interest is in estimating the parameter values for our simple model for
population dynamics from incomplete data. Figure 3.7 shows the results for 50
simulated data-sets that were annually observed. We compare the posterior prob-
ability density for individual runs (grey) with a combined single-group estimate
(blue). The latter is derived by averaging the density of the 50 estimates and
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Figure 3.6 Estimates of the detection probability pd (a), initial population N(b)
and numbers of births and deaths (c,d) in inferred event sequences from one
inference run on annually observed data. The “true” values in corresponding
complete event sequences are plotted in red, and green lines show the boundaries
of the 95% CI. These results were generated with birth and death rates fixed at
their “true” values. Above each plot we also list the mean and standard deviation
of the estimate.
is a crude way to summarise the uncertainty expressed by by the single group
estimates. Note that other authors have used to product of estimates from single
experiments (Gibson and Renshaw, 1998) but such estimates tend to be domi-
nated by the prior and do not reflect the variation between replicates as seen in
Figure 3.7. In section 3.3.5 we discuss a more rigorous approach to incorporating
data from multiple replicates. The plots in Figure 3.7 illustrate that there is
good correspondence between the median of the combined single-group estimate
and the “true” parameter values. However the combined single-group estimates
(average of densities for all groups) for all parameters apart from the death rate
µ are very close to the prior distributions (green shading) and thus the data does
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not appear to provide further constraint on the parameter estimates.
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Figure 3.7 Posterior probability densities (grey) for each of the demographic pa-
rameters for 50 simulated data sets that were observed annually. The blue line
marks the combined single-group estimate which is the average density of all fifty
single-group estimates and the green shading indicates the prior. The “true” pa-
rameter values, used to generate the simulated data are indicated in red. Above
each density plot we also list the median and 95% Credible Interval of the esti-
mate.
Improved estimates can be obtained by using more frequently observed version
of the simulated data (Figure 3.8). If the population size is recorded every half
year or every month instead of annually, the combined single-group estimates for
the birth and death rates become more focused (tighter). The estimate for the
carrying capacity does not appear to improve. These estimates are for a restricted
uniform prior for the detection probability (pd ∼ U(0.61, 0.99)). Interestingly, the
estimates of pd based on annual and half yearly observations seem to favour the
lower half of the prior interval. The estimates of pd using monthly estimates are
evidently much better. This shows that in theory if we have sufficient data we
can estimate the parameters of the observation model in conjunction with the
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process parameters. Unfortunately it is not feasible to extract observations at a
higher than annual frequency from the Woodchester Park database (Section 3.4)
so we can not rely on this approach to improve the parameter estimates.








































































Figure 3.8 Posterior probability density estimates for each of the demographic pa-
rameters generated with simulated data-sets with varying observation frequencies
(annually, half-yearly and monthly). Vertical red lines mark the “true” parameter
values and the grey shadings mark the prior for each parameter. Note that we
used a uniform prior for the detection probability (pd ∼ U(0.61, 0.99)).
3.3.5 Combining the likelihood of multiple groups
In the Woodchester Park database we have information about the number of
individuals present in about 25 distinct social groups (Figure 3.1(a)). Although
there is some interaction between groups of badgers in Woodchester Park (mi-
gration, transmission of disease between individuals in different groups), these
are processes are thought to only play a minor role. So in order to keep the
model simple we assumed that there is no interaction between groups and that
the demographic processes in each group are governed by the same parameters.
In doing that we can combine the likelihood of groups by simply multiplying
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them to obtain a better constrained estimate of the parameters (Gibson et al.,
2006). It is clear from Figure 3.9 that including more data in this way results in
much better estimates of the three process parameters. The posterior probability
densities based on the combined likelihood (red) are much tighter when compared
to the estimate based on the combined single group estimates for single groups
(blue and grey). The estimates based on the combined likelihood (red lines) all
cover the “true” parameter values and display much less overlap with the prior
distributions (green shading). Note that in the particular example show in Figure
3.9, the prior for the carrying capacity (K ∼ N(42, 10)) is offset from the “true”
value of K = 30 and the estimate is also offset in the same way. It was noted in
Section 3.3.2 which discusses the use of complete data that the lowest possible
estimate of K is the maximum population that occurs in the observations. Con-
sequently, because we assume that the parameters are the same in all groups the
lower bound of K is determined by the maximum population observed in all the
groups included in the estimate.
Figure 3.9 also suggests that the estimates for K and pd are linked with higher
estimates of K resulting in lower estimates of pd. A joint density plot for K and
pd (Figure 3.10) confirms this link, albeit fairly weak. It can can be understood by
looking at the definition of our model. The deterministic equilibrium population
for our model can be defined as Ñ = (1−µ/rb)K and thus if we over-estimate K
as argued in the previous paragraph (assuming the ratio between µ and rb is esti-
mated correctly) then this will be reflected in an overestimate of the population
size N . Overestimating the inferred population size causes a larger difference
between the observed and inferred population size and thus is reflected in an
underestimate of pd.
3.3.6 Understanding the effect of more data
Our results so far have shown that increasing the amount of data available for
estimation either through increasing the observation frequency (Section 3.3.4,
Figure 3.8) or by including data from multiple simultaneously observed groups
(Section 3.3.5, Figure 3.9) can have a marked effect on the quality of our esti-
mates. In this section we will briefly explore the reasons for this by analysing the
mathematical definition of the posterior.
Assume an arbitrary process parameter p which occurs as a linear factor in
the definition of the Markovian transition rates that define the process model.
Then if we use a prior P (p) ∼ Γ(α, β) the posterior can be defined as
P (p|ζ) ∝ Γ(α + np, β + β′) (3.19)





where t0 and tf are the beginning and end of the period over which we study the
process.
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95% CI: ( 24.1 , 60 )
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95% CI: ( 28.6 , 38.7 )
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Median:  0.733
95% CI: ( 0.659 , 0.79 )
Figure 3.9 Posterior probability density estimate for each of the demographic
parameters derived using a combined likelihood for 25 groups (red curve) on
annually observed simulated data. Included for comparison, posterior probability
densities for 25 simulated data sets (grey) and the combined single group estimate
(blue, average of grey curves) of all 25 estimates. A burn-in period of 100000
iterations was applied to the combined likelihood estimate. Vertical red lines
mark the “true” parameter values and the green shadings mark the prior for each
parameter. Note that here we used a uniform prior for the capture probability
(pd ∼ U(0.01, 0.99)). Above each density plot we also list the median and 95%
Credible Interval for the combined single group estimate in blue and the combined
likelihood estimate in red.
The coefficient of variation for the posterior is CV = 1/
√
α + np, so as np → 0
we get CV → 1/
√
α, thus when np → 0 the CV of our estimate approaches that
of the prior and as np increases, the precision of the estimate improves. The
practical implication of this is that the value of CV is directly linked to the
number of events (e.g births and deaths) in the period of observation which can
be increased by extending the length of the observation period, not necessarily
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Figure 3.10 Joint density of pd and K in the estimates with the combined likeli-
hood for 25 groups in Figure 3.9. All data points are plotted as grey circles.
by increasing the observation frequency. Although Equation 3.19 shows that CV
does not directly depend on the number of observations, Figure 3.8 and Figure 2
in Catterall et al. (2012) suggest some dependence. This can be explained by the
fact that subsequent observations can provide some indirect information about
the minimum number of a particular event type. For example in a model with
births and deaths only, if the population increases by ∆N this implies that there
have been at least that many births in that period (assuming the observations
are made without error). If we assume there is only one event type and np → 0
then β′ → (tf − t0)f(s(t0)) which demonstrates that even without any events the
initial state s(t0) contains some information about the parameter of interest p.
Figure 3.8 does suggest that a significant improvement of the estimates of pd
occurs when the observation frequency is increased. This can this be understood
by analysing the posterior distribution for pd and should also apply to the other
observation parameters included in Chapter 4. For detection probability pd we
use the following binomial observation model













where D(t) is the observed state S(t) is the true (inferred) state and N is the
number of observations. Using a beta prior for pd, i.e. pd ∼ beta(α, β) the
marginal posterior for pd is
P (pd|D(t), S(t)) = beta(α′, β′) (3.22)
where α′ = α +
∑N
i=1 D(ti) and β
′ = β +
∑N
i=1(S(ti) − D(ti)). Equation 3.22
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implies that the estimate of pd becomes less prior dependent as the number of
observations N increases and trivially, when we have no observations (N = 0),
the prior is returned. Note that the argument made in this paragraph for the
observation parameters with beta priors also applies if the prior is a uniform
distribution as it is just a special case of the beta distribution (α = β = 1). From
the definition of the mean and variance of a beta distribution we can also derive




(α′ + β′ + 1)(α′)
(3.23)










because α′ β′ ∼ O(1). And thus since α′ ∼ O(N) this shows that the coefficient
of variation of the observation parameter (i.e. pd) decays with the number of
observations N which could explain why we see such a dramatic improvement in
the estimate for pd in Figure 3.8.
Note that including data from multiple groups appears to affect the pro-
cess parameters as well as the observation parameters (Figure 3.9). This can
be understood because we effectively extend the observation period (sum of the
observation periods for all groups) as well as the number of observations (sum of
the number of observations made on each group).
3.3.7 Hierarchical prior for the carrying capacity
The assumption that the demographic parameters are the same across groups
within a population is obviously a simplification. In particular the carrying ca-
pacity of different groups is likely to vary. This is certainly evident in the case of
badger social groups which occupy territories of different sizes and quality (e.g.
some territories may have better access to food sources and could therefore sus-
tain larger populations). We simulated some data in which the carrying capacity
varied from group to group. As to be expected, the resulting estimates using the
combined likelihood with these data are very disappointing (Figure 3.11). Apart
from the death rate the estimates do not cover the “true” parameter values used
in the simulations. For this reason we have implemented a hierarchical prior for
the carrying capacity K. In this modification we generate independent estimates
of the carrying capacity Ki for each group i from the following posterior distri-
bution conditional on all other parameters as well as the data and the hidden
events
P (Ki, µK , σK |D, H, θ−Ki,µK ,σK ) ∝
∏
i
L(Ki)P (Ki|µK , σK)P (µK)P (σK) (3.25)
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where the marginal likelihood L(Ki) = P (D, H|θM) as before but now θM =
{rb, µ,Ki}. The conditional distribution for Ki is hierarchical, which means that
instead of its parameters µK and σK being fixed they vary and have their own
prior distributions.
For the conditional distribution of Ki we use a gamma distribution
Ki ∼ Γ(µK , σK) (3.26)
and we use Gamma priors for µK and σK :
µK ∼ Γ(µµK , σµK ) (3.27)
σK ∼ Γ(µσK , σσK ) (3.28)
Figure 3.12 shows that estimation of the group carrying capacities Ki per-
forms well. Note that there still seems to be a tendency to overestimate the
group carrying capacity Ki but at least now this is bounded below by the max-
imum observed population in each particular group i and not by the maximum
observed population in all groups as in the non-hierarchical version on the infer-
ence method.
When using a hierarchical prior for K the other parameters (rb,µ and pd)
are estimated better than in the case where we use a non-hierarchical inference
scheme for K (compare Figures 3.13 and 3.11). The combined likelihood (red
curves in plots) for each of the parameters now includes the “true” value. The
estimate of pd based on the combined likelihood has improved from the case
where we used the non-hierarchical inference scheme for K but although now it
contains the “true” value in its high tail it still seems fairly low. In section 3.3.5
we observed a similar behaviour and we suggested that there is a link between
the estimates K and pd.
3.4 Application to Woodchester Park data
The Woodchester Park study has been conducted by FERA (and it’s precursors)
since 1975 and a consistent procedure comprising four annual capture campaigns
has been established since the early 1980s. Each captured animal is marked with
a tattoo and every capture event is included in the database. Apart from general
observations regarding the animals age and general state of health, a varying
number of samples are taken taken for analysis to establish the disease status
(see Chapter 4). The version of the database to which we have access contains
information on ca. 3000 individual badgers and many of these have been captured
on multiple occasions.
In this chapter we are mainly interested in information on the number of
animals present in each social group within the study area and we aim to use this
to estimate the parameters assuming the simple model for population dynamics as
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Figure 3.11 Posterior density estimates obtained using the non-hierarchical ver-
sion of the inference method from simulated data where carrying capacity varies
from group to group (as indicated by pink lines subplot for K). Included for com-
parison, posterior probability densities for 20 simulated data sets (grey) and the
combined single group estimate (blue, average of grey curves) of all 20 estimates.
A burn-in period of 200000 iterations was applied to all estimates.Vertical red
lines mark the “true” parameter values and the green shadings mark the prior for
each parameter. Above each density plot we also list the median and 95% Cred-
ible Interval for the combined single group estimate in blue and the combined
likelihood estimate in red.
outlined before (Section 3.3.1). Although there are four capture campaigns each
year, it is not feasible to extract estimates of the population size with a higher
than annual frequency from the data base. The main reason for this is that the
capture campaigns do not occur at the same time within subsequent years. Our
estimates are counts of the number of individuals that were encountered at least
once in each year. We make a correction if an individual animal was not a cub
in the first year it was caught (counting animals first caught as yearling in the
preceding year and those first caught as adults in the preceding two years) and
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Figure 3.12 Posterior density estimates of the group carrying capacities Ki (in
grey) obtained with a combined likelihood for 20 groups and a hierarchical prior
for K. The data was the same as in Figure 3.11 (i.e. “true” carrying capacity Ki
varies from group to group, pink lines). Note that the blue curve is the average
density of Ki and not the combined single group estimate of K that is reported
in e.g. Figure 3.13. and the green lines mark the 95% CI for the average density
of Ki and the median and 95% Credible Interval of this average density are listed
at the top.
also if an individual is not caught for one or more years (we correct the count in
the intervening years). Note that this method of establishing the population size
from the database takes into account some of the individual based information
collected. However, we can not use such information directly as our model is
not individual based and we assume the data collected can be used to derive a
population size at one particular point in time (end of each year). This is similar
to the assumptions made by Catterall et al. (2012) when dealing with plant atlas
data. Using these data we are able to extract population histories spanning the
period from 1982 to 2008 for about 20 groups. An example of the data that we
obtain for a group is given in Figure 3.1(b). Note that using annual “observations”
from the database means that the detection probability we use in the observation
model is the annual probability of being observed at least once in a particular
year and not the probability of being caught in a single campaign. If there are
four field campaigns in each year and the probability of being observed during
a particular campaign is pc then (assuming independence) the annual detection
probability pd = 1− (1− pc)4.
We run the inference on the Woodchester Park data with priors that have
their mean set at the values that have been used for modelling in the past (see
Table 3.1 and Section 3.5). The variance for the priors was chosen to reflect a
degree of uncertainty without allowing for estimates that would be unreasonable
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Figure 3.13 Posterior density estimates for all parameters obtained using a hier-
archical prior for K from the simulated data with varying carrying capacity (pink
lines in plot for K). The red curve is the estimate based on the combined like-
lihood. Included for comparison, posterior probability densities for 20 simulated
data sets (grey) and the combined single group estimate (blue, average of grey
curves) of all 20 estimates. A burn-in period of 100000 iterations was applied.
Vertical red lines mark the “true” parameter values and the green shadings mark
the prior for each parameter Above each density plot we also list the median and
95% Credible Interval for the combined single group estimate in blue and the
combined likelihood estimate in red.
in terms of their ecological interpretation. The results are presented in Figure
3.14, Table 3.1 and Appendix B. The combined single-group estimates all appear
to be strongly dependent on the prior distributions (green shading in Figure
3.14). This is particularly the case for the birth rate rb and to a lesser degree
for the carrying capacity K and the death rate µ. The estimates based on the
combined likelihood (red lines in Figure 3.14) which uses the population histories
for 16 groups are more focused for rb and µ and are considerably higher than the
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Parameter Prior Posterior estimate
rb Γ(µrb = 0.4, σ
2
rb
= 0.01) 0.58(0.45, 0.74)
µ Γ(µµ = 0.2, σ
2
µ = 0.01) 0.40(0.31, 0.51)
µK Γ(µµK = 42, σ
2
µK
= 100) 59(45, 78)
σK Γ(µσK = 10, σ
2
σK
= 1) 10(8.3, 12)
pd β(µpd = 0.8, σ
2
pd
= 0.0025) 0.77(0.66, 0.86)
Table 3.1 Summary of parameter priors and posterior density estimates for the
results on the Woodchester Park data (Figure 3.14). We use the mean and
standard deviation to define the priors, and the shape and scale of the gamma
and beta priors are re-parameterised from these. The parameter values used in
the literature for population dynamics in badgers are set as the prior mean for rb,
µ and the mean of K used in the hierarchical prior. The prior mean for pd is set
to the annual detection probability thought to be achieved in Woodchester Park.
The posterior estimates for each parameter are summarised with the median
followed in brackets by the 95% Credible Interval.
current thinking about the model parameters as reflected in the priors.
Estimation of the detection probability proved infeasible with the Woodch-
ester Park data. Using “vague” priors for pd did not result in the estimates
converging and the estimates with tight beta priors resulted in a posterior esti-
mate of pd that was very close to the prior (Figure 3.14). It is hard to estimate
this parameter (Delahay et al., 2000) but the consensus in the Woodchester Park
team is that every year around 80% of the animals present are caught (pers.
com. Gavin Wilson). It is not clear how this consensus estimate is constrained.
Therefore we include some variance in the prior for the detection probability to
reflect the uncertainty about this parameter.
3.5 Discussion
Our tests on simulated data show that our inference approach performs well on
complete data where all events are observed as and when they happen (Figures
3.4 and 3.5). Testing on simulated data with annual observations shows that
the method also works. In Woodchester Park we have information from multiple
groups which have been observed simultaneously. We can make use of this by
(a) combining the posterior estimates of the parameters from different groups by
averaging their densities or (b) by combining the likelihoods of different groups
which results in a single posterior estimate of the parameters. Combining the
single-group estimates results in average parameter estimates which appear to
be very closely dependent on the prior distributions (e.g. Figure 3.7 and 3.8).
More focused and less prior dependent estimates are obtained by including data
from multiple groups (replicates) and multiplying their likelihoods as illustrated
by Gibson et al. (2006) (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.14 Posterior probability density estimates for each of the demographic
parameters derived using a combined likelihood for 16 groups (red curve) in the
Woodchester Park database (see Appendix B for the full results). Included for
comparison are posterior probability density estimates derived using the likeli-
hood for 16 single groups (grey) and the combined single-group estimate (blue,
average based of these 16 estimates). A burn in of 500000 iterations was applied.
The priors used (green shadings) are centred on parameter values commonly used
in the modelling literature and the value of the detection probability assumed to
be achieved by the team in Woodchester Park. Above each density plot we also
list the median and 95% Credible Interval for the combined single group estimate
in blue and the combined likelihood estimate in red.
When combining likelihoods of multiple groups we initially assume that all
parameters are identical across groups. In our simple model for population dy-
namics this assumption may be acceptable for the birth and death rates but it is
harder to defend with respect to the carrying capacity K. The carrying capacity
of small groups of badgers or other wildlife species with a territorial social struc-
ture is likely to vary with territory size and quality (e.g. some territories may have
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better food resources than others). We allow for variation of parameters between
groups in the combined likelihood estimate by implementing hierarchical priors.
In principle this could be done for all parameters but here only implemented this
for the carrying capacity K, and this results in very good estimates when we ap-
ply the inference method to simulated data with varying carrying capacity across
groups (Figure 3.13).
Making the observation model and its parameters an integral part of the in-
ference method in theory also allows the observation parameters to be inferred
(Marion et al., 2012). This has been demonstrated on discrete time models (e.g.
(Clark and Bjørnstad, 2004; Pagel and Schurr, 2012)) but to our knowledge has
not been done successfully on continuous time state space models. In most pub-
lished cases the observation parameters are fixed either explicitly (e.g. (McInerny
and Purves, 2011) or implicitly by not including an observation model (e.g. (Cat-
terall et al., 2012)). We demonstrate in Figure 3.8 that it is possible to estimate
the detection probability pd for our particular implementation as long as we have
data that is sampled at a high enough frequency. In practice and in particular
in our application to the Woodchester Park data we generally do not have data
that is observed with sufficient frequency to do this. Although we may not have
enough information to obtain an estimate of the detection probability that differs
significantly from the prior distribution, allowing it to be estimated does seem a
fairer reflection of what we actually know about the observation process and also
seems to result in better mixing of the Markov chain.
Inferring the unobserved state space history is an integral part of our approach
and in each iteration we infer a large number of such state space histories that
are consistent with the data taking into account the observation model (Figure
3.3). This information can be used to infer the population size at any point in
time. A similar method was used by Catterall et al. (2012) to infer the historic
distributions of Giant Hogweed in the UK.
Despite these generic methodological developments, our focus here has been on
their application to population dynamics processes in wildlife populations and the
data from Woodchester Park. In section 3.4 we note that we do not make full use
of the individual level data collected at Woodchester Park since our model is not
individual based. However, here we focused on population level models since in
many wildlife studies reliable individual based observations may not be available.
Nonetheless extending our methods to account for individual based information
would be an interesting extension of the work presented here. Capture mark
recapture models make more use of the individual based information but these
tend to be in discrete time and as Buckland et al. (2007) comment continuous
time models offer a more realistic representation of demographic processes than
their deterministic counterparts.
It is clear that the model we use is somewhat simplistic compared to most
of the published models for badger population and disease dynamics (Anderson
and Trewhella, 1985; White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al., 1995) which tend to
include gender and age structure, some form of seasonality and some interaction
between spatially segregated groups. Most of these models are mass-action mod-
els although others are individual based (e.g. Shirley et al. (2003)). The absence
of an age and gender structure in our model means that all the rates are per capita
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and the absence of seasonality means that all the rates are annual and constant.
It possible to apply our approach to more complicated models for population dy-
namics. However, in Chapter 4 we also include a disease component which adds a
significant level of complication, but as we demonstrate our inference framework
can be extended to this more complex problem. By implementing a hierarchical
prior for the carrying capacity K we allowed K to vary from group to group as
that is a reflection of the variation of the size and quality of their habitat. Our
current assumption is that the other parameters (birth and death rates) are iden-
tical from group to group as they are likely to be specific for a species and less
sensitive to the local environment. However, it is likely that all of the parameters
vary from year to year (e.g. as a response to climatic variation). Such temporal
variation is currently not included in our implemented approach and if present
may affect our estimates.
With the analysis presented here, we now have obtained estimates for the
annual per capita birth rate, death rate and carrying capacity for a simple popu-
lation dynamics model based on the long term observations of badgers in Wood-
chester Park 3.4. Making a comparison between our results and the rates used by
different authors is not trivial because the modelling approaches differ between
authors (an overview of published models is given in Appendix A). In our com-
parison we focus on the birth and death rates (rb and µ) and do not include a
comparison of the carrying capacity because it is a fairly abstract quantity that
can not be measured directly. In our model definition the carrying capacity K
is the largest possible group population size and affects only the birth rate. Ob-
viously this depends on the scale at which we model and because we allow the
carrying capacity to vary from group to group a comparison does not seem par-
ticularly useful. Early models tend to be deterministic and in continuous time
(e.g. Anderson and Trewhella (1985)) while later ones are stochastic models in
discrete time (e.g. White and Harris (1995a) and Smith et al. (1997)). In terms
of model structure there are differences too: in our model density dependence is
included only in the birth term through the carrying capacity K, whereas some
authors have included various forms of density dependence in the death term as
well (e.g. Anderson and Trewhella (1985), White and Harris (1995a) and Smith
et al. (1997)). The structure of our model is closest to the version of the Anderson
and Trewhella (1985) without age and gender structure.
Previous parameter estimates were mostly based on reviews and compilations
of existing observations with respect to general badger ecology (Anderson and
Trewhella, 1985; White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al., 1997) and did not involve
estimates of parameter uncertainty other than the ranges quoted in the literature.
Swinton et al. (1997) used a model identical to Anderson and Trewhella (1985)
and focused only on the Woodchester Park observations and we have used values
close to their estimates as the prior mean for the birth and death rate. Previous
estimates of birth rates were based on general observations of badger ecology (e.g.
fecundity, sex ratio and age structure etc.) whereas death rates were based obser-
vations of life-expectancy which can be translated into mortality. A comparison
is given in Table 3.2. In summary, our parameter estimates appear to be on the
high side of those used in the past but are not unreasonable considering general
knowledge about badger ecology. An obvious advantage of our approach is that
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Authors Birth rate Death rate
Anderson and Trewhella (1985) 0.6 0.4
Swinton et al. (1997) 0.42 0.26
White and Harris (1995a) - 0.24 - 0.40
Smith et al. (1997) 0.39 0.26
This study 0.58(0.45, 0.74) 0.40(0.31, 0.51)
Table 3.2 Comparison of birth and death rates used in previous modelling studies
results and our estimates based on the Woodchester Park data (Section 3.4).
The parameters used by Swinton et al. (1997) are derived explicitly from the
Woodchester Park observations and we used values close to these to set the prior
means for the birth and death rate in the inference. No birth rate is included in
this table for White and Harris (1995a) because in their model it was not included
explicitly. The result quoted from our study are the median of the estimate based
on the combined likelihood followed by the 95% Credible Interval in brackets.
our estimates include some estimate of the possible variation in the parameter
estimate as documented by the 95% CI in Table 3.2 and the plots for the posterior
densities in Figure 3.14.
Having derived estimates for the population dynamics parameters including
their associated uncertainty it would make sense to use these in a predictive
context. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, but an obvious area where
this would be useful is the modelling of how a wildlife population recovers from
population reduction (e.g. culling). This is an interesting question in itself but
also has important implications in the context of TB in badgers and in the light of
the results from the Randomised Badger Culling Trial (ISG, 2007) which proved
that culling badgers had the effect of increasing the level of disease in cattle as
well as the badger population (Jenkins et al., 2007). This is referred to as the
“perturbation effect” and was not predicted by any of the existing models (e.g.
(White and Harris, 1995a; Smith et al., 1997)). Recent work by (Prentice, 2012)
showed that under specific conditions the perturbation effect can result from very
simple models without explicitly changing the parameters at the point of culling.
Obviously such predictions would benefit from including the parameter estimates
from this study which would allow some measure of uncertainty for the outcomes
to be reported as well.
3.6 Conclusions
Here we have extended an existing integrated approach for Bayesian MCMC pa-
rameter inference for continuous time discrete state space models (as documented
by Marion et al. (2012), Figure 3.2). We implemented the inference method for
a simple model of population dynamics in small unstructured wildlife groups af-
fected only by births and deaths and tested it with simulated data. We have
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(a) incorporated an observation model where the observation parameters are also
inferred, (b) combined the likelihood for multiple groups to decrease the depen-
dence on the prior and (c) developed a hierarchical scheme to allow for variation in
parameter values between groups. The method was applied to the data from the
long term observations of a population of European badgers in Woodchester Park
(SW England) and are able for the first time to present estimates of the birth
and death rates with their associated uncertainty. The estimated median and
95% Credible interval are 0.58(0.45, 0.74) for the birth rate and 0.40(0.31, 0.51)
for the death rate.
Chapter 4
Parameterising models for
population and disease dynamics
4.1 Introduction
There are many and varied contexts in which understanding disease in wildlife
populations is important including: wildlife management and conservation (Daszak
et al., 2000; Deem et al., 2001), human public health (many diseases are zoonotic
and can affect multiple host species (Claas et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2005; Jones
et al., 2008; Kubiak and McLean, 2012)), and agriculture (Donnelly et al., 2006;
Judge et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 2009). The problem of Tuberculosis (My-
cobacterium bovis) in badgers (Meles meles) and cattle is a clear example of how
disease in wildlife can affect agricultural practice and can have a major economic
impact (e.g. DEFRA (2004); ISG (2007)). Several population and disease dynam-
ics models for TB in badgers have been published (e.g. Anderson and Trewhella
(1985); Bentil and Murray (1993); White and Harris (1995a); Smith et al. (1995);
Barlow (1996); Swinton et al. (1997); Shirley et al. (2003), for a tabular sum-
mary see Appendix A) but none of these studies attempted to estimate model
parameter values and the uncertainty associated with those estimates by inte-
gration of the models with data from observations. The models published so far
use fixed parameter values ignoring any uncertainty associated with their estima-
tion. Moreover, these parameter estimates are obtained by treating observations
of particular ecological and epidemiological processes in isolation. However, these
processes are component parts of a larger interacting system and the integrated
approach we adopt here infers parameter values for each subprocess whilst taking
account of the modelled system as a whole. We adopt a Bayesian approach to
inference which enables prior information about component model parameters to
be combined with observations of the system. To achieve this, models of key pro-
cesses are combined to develop a process-based model of the system and this is
then integrated with an observation model and the prior information to derive a
combined distribution across all model parameters. This Bayesian posterior dis-
tribution represents the information we have about the model parameters given
the model structure, the available data and the prior knowledge about the val-
ues of the parameters. This approach to inference was presented in Chapter 3
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for a generic discrete state-space Markov process and then applied to modelling
demographic fluctuations in wildlife populations.
As stated at the beginning of Chapter 3, disease dynamics in small groups
of wildlife species can be strongly affected by fluctuations in population size
(Anderson and May, 1979; Wilson and Hassell, 1997) and this is particularly
important in small populations. Chapter 3 demonstrated that the approach to
inference outlined above can be successfully applied to infer estimates of the
parameters for a simple model for population dynamics with births and deaths
only. In this chapter, this approach is extended further to apply it to a model
that also incorporates epidemiological processes including two types of disease
transmission as well as the transition from the exposed state (sometimes referred
to as the latent state) to the infectious state and all parameters are inferred
simultaneously. The introduction of these disease components requires the careful
development of a suitable observation model. In this chapter we discuss in some
detail how modelling the observation process involves understanding the capture
process, as well as the characteristics of two disease tests and how these are used
to make the link between the observed and inferred states in the model.
As in Chapter 3 we use simulated data in order to check how well the infer-
ence method performs on each of the parameters. We show that the inference
method is successful for simulated data from a model with both population and
disease dynamics processes in cases where the disease prevalence is not very low.
Application to the data for TB in badgers from Woodchester Park is discussed
briefly at the end of the chapter.
4.2 Methodology
In this chapter we use the generic inference approach as outlined by Marion et al.
(2012) and extend the implementation in Chapter 3 to include both population
and disease dynamics processes. In this chapter we apply the same qualative
criteria as in Chapter 3 to judge whether an inference run has converged.
4.2.1 A simple model for population and disease dynamics
We apply the modelling approach for continuous time state space models out-
lined by Cox and Miller (1965) and Gillespie (1977) and described in Chapter 3
to formulate a model that includes (a) population dynamics processes (i.e. births
and deaths) and (b) disease processes (i.e. transmission, background transmis-
sion and transition from exposed to infectious state). In this approach we define
the rate at which each possible type of event ei occurs as a function of the state
s(t) of the system and the set of parameters θM that govern the process. We
adopt the same model for population size N(t) at time t as in Chapter 3 with
the modification that the population N is divided into three disease states. In-
dividuals in this model have either (a) not been exposed to the disease and are
classed as susceptible S, or (b) been exposed but are not infectious (yet) E or (c)
are infectious I (Figure 4.1). Note that in this context the term exposed has the
technical meaning that a pathogen has invaded the host individual but has yet
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to reached the point where it is able to use that individual to infect other hosts.
A susceptible individual may have been in an environment containing pathogens
but so far has resisted them and failed to become ’exposed’. The total population
of a group is made up of the sum of the numbers present in each of the disease
states (i.e. N = S + E + I).
Birth events eb occur at logistic rate r(eb|N(t); θ) = rbN(t)(1−N(t)/K) and
newborns are added to the susceptible class, where rb is the birth rate and K
is the carrying capacity. Deaths ed occur at the same rate for all disease classes
r(ed|N(t); θ) = µN(t), where µ is the death rate. We assume a homogeneous
disease transmission network where all susceptible individuals at any particular
point in time have an equal probability of being infected. Transmission events
et occur at rate r(et|S(t), I(t)) = βS(t)I(t) where β is the transmission rate.
Background transmissions ebt are included to allow for recurrence of disease after
local disease extinction. Events of this type occur at rate r(ebt|S(t)) = φS(t)
where φ is the background transmission rate. The final event type eEI is the
change from the exposed state E to the infectious state I and this occurs at
rate r(eEI |E(t) = τEIE(t) where τEI is the rate at which exposed individuals
E progress to become infectious I. In summary, in this version of the model
we have three state-space variables (i.e. s(t) = {S(t), E(t), I(t)}) and the set of
model parameters is θM = {rb, K µ, β, φ, τEI}. All rates are annual and per capita
rates and thus no seasonality or structure other than the disease classification are
included.
Figure 4.1 Process model including demographic and disease processes, details
explained in the text.
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4.2.2 Data characteristics
One difference between the application of the inference technique to the model for
population dynamics only (Chapter 3) and the model for combined population
and disease dynamics is that in the latter case we have a more complicated data
structure that has to be captured in the observation model as illustrated in Figure
4.2.
Figure 4.2 Observation model. Observed variables indicated by solid outlines are
the population size N and the number of positives in each of the tests (nELISA
and nCulture). Variables marked with a dashed outline are not observed directly.
Individuals present in the population are observed with detection probability pd
and the numbers of positives in the tests depend on the numbers observed in the
disease states E and I and the test sensitivities pE and pC . Details are explained
in the text.
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Figure 4.3 Example of data simulated with a model for population and disease
dynamics with three disease states (SEI) and an observation model that includes
the detection probability pd and disease test sensitivities pE and pC . The “true”
state space history is recorded in (a). The observed state space history in (b)
shows the state space variables after the application of a binomial detection prob-
ability (pd = 80%). Note that the numbers in each of the disease states (SEI) are
those included in the observed population but are not actually observed directly
(see text). (c) Shows the number of positives obtained after applying the test
sensitivities (in this example we used pE = pC = 30%) to the “observed” state
space history shown in (b).
Figure 4.3 shows a simulated data set and illustrates some of the issues we
need to deal with when applying our inference approach to a real data set such
as Woodchester Park. In the case of simulated data we have full knowledge of
the state space history and we can observe the state space variables continuously
and without error (Figure 4.3a). In real scenarios, ecological and epidemiological
systems are observed at discrete points in time (not necessarily evenly spaces)
and the observations generally include some error. Errors in observations of the
population size may depend on the ecological system or species of interest and also
on sampling effort. Figure 4.3b shows an example from the same simulation as
Figure 4.3a but with individuals from the population as a whole and the different
disease classes observed with an 80% binomial detection probability (see Figure
4.2, and more detail on the observation model in Section 4.2.3). However, the
number of captured animals in each disease category is not measured directly
because animals are classified as affected by disease on the basis of disease tests.
In Figure 4.3c we therefore show an example of simulated disease test results. We
incorporate two types of test and apply each once to all of the individuals captured
at any given point in time regardless of their actual disease state (Figure 4.3c).
Note that since our model is a population level description of the system we can’t
ascertain whether or not the same individual is caught and tested in different
sampling events (i.e. at different points in time). The ELISA is a serology test
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that detects antibodies in blood samples and we assume that both exposed and
infectious individuals can test positive with sensitivity pE. The culture test can
be applied to a variety of substances sampled from the animals (sputum, urine,
etc.) and is thought to show if an individual is infectious with sensitivity pC
(Figure 4.2). In the example in Figure 4.3c we use an illustrative value of 30% for
both pE and pC . In order to keep the observation model simple we assume that
there are no false positives and thus test specificities are ignored (or implicitly
set to 1). This is in line with the consensus within the Woodchester Park team
(pers. comm. Dez Delahay).
Figure 4.4 Data extracted from the Woodchester Park database for the social
group referred to as West. The true state-space history (a) is not recorded. The
observed state space history (b) is an annual count of the size of each disease
class. The test results (c) reflect the number of animals testing positive at least
once in a particular year to the ELISA and Culture tests. Note that although the
information in the database is individual based we can not use this information
because our model isn’t individual based.
In the case of a real data set (an extract for a single sett in Woodchester
Park is shown in Figure 4.4) we do not have full knowledge of the state space
history (Figure 4.4a). The data is individual based and comprises capture records
of individual animals with test results as well as classification into the different
disease categories S,E and I. The population is observed in four campaigns
every year but because these campaigns are not at fixed times in the year it is
infeasible to extract summary data at a higher than annual frequency for the
number of animals in each of the disease states (Figure 4.4b)and the number of
positives in the tests(Figure 4.4c). An animal is counted if it is caught at least
once in a particular year with a small correction to account for individuals that
were not first caught as a cub or with a gap in their capture record (see Chapter
3). These counts are sometimes referred to as the minimum number alive. No
such corrections are applied to the disease test counts. Figures 4.4b and c clearly
show that the levels of disease in Woodchester Park are low, raising the issue
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that such data may not contain enough information to allow the parameters to
be estimated, as discussed in Section 3.3.6.
4.2.3 A specific observation model
The observation model for the population is straight forward (Figure 4.2) and is
identical to the observation model used in Chapter 3. As there is only a single
observation process (capturing) we can simply compare the observed population
N̂ with the inferred “true” population N through a binomial probability distribu-
tion, i.e. N̂ ∼ Bin(N, pd), where pd is the probability of capturing an individual.
The observation model for the disease component is more complicated be-
cause we have to take into account a combination of two observation processes
in conjunction (capturing and testing for disease). As discussed in Section 4.2.2
we observe the number of positives in the ELISA test nE and the culture test
nC . The observation model must link these test results to the inferred state space
history.
The observation model for the culture test is the probability of having nC
positives given the “true” number of infectious individuals I and the observed
population size N̂ :
P (n̂C |I, N̂) =
I∑
Î=nC
P (n̂C |Î)P (Î|I, N̂) (4.1)
The first term in this sum reflects the disease testing process and is a straight-
forward binomial probability, i.e. P (n̂C |Î) = Bin(Î , pC,ann). The second prob-
ability is the probability of infected individuals Î being included in the ob-
served population N̂ given the true number of I and the observed population
N̂ . This depends on the probability that an individual in the true population
N is infected I/N as well as the probability of capturing that individual pd, so
that the probability of detecting an infected individual is pdI/N and therefore
P (Î|I, N̂) = Bin(N̂ , pdI/N). Because we assume the test specificity equals 1 (no
false positives) the number of infectious Î included in the observed population N̂
can be anywhere between nC and the true number of infectious individuals I.
The observation model for the number of ELISA tests takes a similar shape
to the model for the culture test, but because we assume that both exposed and
infected individuals can test positive in the ELISA with equal probability, we get
P (n̂E|E + I, N̂) =
E+I∑
Ê+Î=nE
P (n̂E|Ê + Î)P (Ê + Î|E + I, N̂) (4.2)
where P (n̂E|Ê + Î) = Bin(Ê + Î , pE) and P (Ê + Î|E + I, N̂) = Bin(N̂ , pd(E +
I)/N).
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Estimation of disease parameters on data from sin-
gle groups
We begin the description of the results with an illustration using simulated data
with high disease prevalence (up to ca. 50%) (Table 4.1) compared to Woodch-
ester Park where the group prevalence I/N (based on reported disease classifica-
tions) is generally quite low and rarely exceeds 20% resulting in low numbers of
positives in the disease tests. We first run the inference to estimate the disease
parameters only on annually observed simulation data for a single population
(Figure 4.5). In this case we assume that the birth and death rate as well as
the detection probability and test sensitivities are known (i.e. they are fixed at
their “true” values and not inferred). Figure 4.5 illustrates that when disease is
included we have to infer the history of three state space variables (S, E and I).
In general there appears to be a good visual match between the “true” history
(red) and the inferred history (grey) of each of the disease states (Figure 4.5).
We simulated these data with an 80% detection probability and thus at the ob-
servation points the observed population size must be below or at least equal to
the inferred population (not shown here but an example is given in Figure 3.3).
The annually observed history of the disease states (blue crosses in Figure 4.5)
is not always below or equal to the inferred history of the disease states but this
apparent inconsistency can be explained by the fact that disease states are not
directly observed but are based on interpretation of disease tests (as explained
in Section 4.2.3). The number of positive culture tests observed over time (green
dots) is consistent with the inferred history of the number of infectious individ-
uals (bottom plot in Figure 4.5c). A similar relationship holds for the number
of positive ELISA tests and the sum of the number of exposed and infectious
individual as required by the observation model.
Although rb and µ are fixed, we do infer birth and death events as part of the
state space history (Figures 4.5 and 4.6). The estimates of the number of each
event type within the inferred state space histories agrees well with the “true”
number that were present in the complete simulated data set (Figure 4.6). The
estimates for the disease parameters convincingly cover the true parameter values
(red lines in Figure 4.7) . The transmission rate β, and to a lesser extent the
latency rate τEI , seem reasonably independent of the priors used (Figure 4.7).
In the case of τEI the assessment of prior dependency is difficult using only the
specific results in Figure 4.7 because the chosen prior was centered on the “true”
value. In the case of the background transmission φ the estimate appears strongly
dependent on the prior. The reason for this is that this particular simulation run
did not include many background infection events (red line in Figure 4.6d) and
thus we should not expect to infer this parameter with great precision (an ex-
planation for this was given in Section 3.3.6). This explanation implies that our
estimation approach may struggle generally when the number of events of a par-
ticular type is small, reducing the chance of successfully applying our approach to
the Woodchester Park data in which disease prevalence is generally quite low (e.g.
Figure 4.4). Overall Figure 4.7 shows that our approach works well. Summaries
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Inferred state space history
Number culture positive
  (c) Infectious
Figure 4.5 Illustration of the relationship in a simulated data set between complete
(red), observed (blue) and one example of an inferred history (grey) for each
disease state. Note that the number in each disease state is strictly speaking not
observed but includes individuals classified as such based on the disease tests.
The number of positives in culture tests is given in the lower plot (green circles),
number of positives in ELISA is not plotted as it should be compared with both
the Exposed and Infectious counts.
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Low prevalence High prevalence
Population dynamics:
Birth rate rb 0.712 0.65
Death rate µ 0.415 0.45
Carrying capacity K ∼ U(20, 50) ∼ U(40, 70)
Disease dynamics:
Transmission rate β 0.02 0.1
Background transmission rate φ 0.01 0.05
Latency rate τEI 0.5 0.41
Observation model:
Detection probability pd 0.8 0.8
ELISA sensitivity pE 0.3 0.8
Culture sensitivity pC 0.8 0.8
Table 4.1 Parameters used to generate simulated data. The low disease content
simulations are meant to visually resemble the Woodchester Park data (e.g. 4.4).
The population dynamics parameters are based on early inference results on the
WP data (not the final results presented in Chapter 3). In the low disease simu-
lations, disease and observation parameters were chosen to be close to published
values (e.g. White and Harris (1995a); Smith et al. (1997)). The high disease
simulations use arbitrarily high values for the disease transmission parameters
and observation parameters that take into account the effect of four captures in
each year.
of the estimates (median, 95% and histograms and density plots) should exclude
the data from the transient period (burn-in) before convergence is reached but
this has not been done in Figure 4.7 as it was intended to illustrate how well the
Markov chain mixed.
4.3.2 Simultaneous estimation of demographic and dis-
ease parameters on data from single groups
In Figure 4.8 we show the results of an inference run on annually observed simu-
lated data for a single group, where all the process parameters (i.e. the population
dynamics parameters rb, µ and K as well as the disease parameters β, φ and τEI)
are inferred simultaneously, but not the observation parameters (pd, pE and pC)
which were fixed at their ”true” values. The result is encouraging as the 95% CI
of the estimates for each of the parameters includes the ”true” parameter value
(red lines in Figure 4.8). As in the case where only the population dynamics
parameters were inferred, the estimate for the background transmission φ (Fig-
ure 4.8e) rate seems to reproduce the prior. However, the estimates of the other
parameters appear less dependent on the prior (Figure 4.8).
The ultimate goal in this chapter is to estimate all population and disease
parameters simultaneously as well as the observation parameters and Figure 4.9
shows the relevant results. The complete output for this run is included as Ap-
pendix C which shows that convergence is rapid although it could be argued that
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Figure 4.6 Estimates of the number of events of each type obtained using annually
observed simulated data for a single group. The values of rb, µ, pd, pE and pC are
not inferred (fixed) but the number of births and deaths are inferred as part of
the state space history (e.g. Figure 4.5). The true number of each event type in
corresponding complete event sequences is plotted in red, and green lines show the
boundaries of the 95% CI. Above each histogram we list the mean and standard
deviation of the number of each event type. Note that in the histogram for the
transitions from E to I the “true” number coincides with the upper limit of teh
95% CI and the red line overlies the green line.
some of the parameters and event counts only stabilised after about 70000 iter-
ations. In summary this particular example shows the strength of the approach
as all parameters apart from the detection probability pd are well within the 95%
CI (Figure 4.9) and proves how much information is contained in fairly limited
observations.
In Figure 4.10 we compare the estimates of the disease parameters (β, φ and
τEI from the different scenarios presented in this chapter. The estimates for both
the background rate φ (Figure 4.10b) and the latency rate τEI (Figure 4.10c) both
appear to be very prior dependent. Figure 4.10a shows that we are more success-
ful in estimating the transmission rate β. The best and ”most focused” estimate
is obtained when inferring the disease parameters only (red curve) (keeping all
the other parameters fixed). Obviously this is not possible when using real data
because in that case all parameters are not known and have to be inferred. In
the scenario where we estimate the population and disease dynamics parameters
simultaneously while keeping the observation parameters fixed, the transmission
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Figure 4.7 Inference results for the disease parameters using annually observed
simulated data for a single group obtained with fixed rb, µ, pd, pE and pC (not
inferred). Shown on the left is the trace for the sample and on the right a summary
of the density. For reference we have also included the “true” value of each of
the parameters used in the simulation (red line), the prior density (grey curve
in density plots). The green lines indicate the boundaries of the 95% Credible
Interval for each parameter, which is also listed above the density plots together
with the median of the estimate. Note that although rb and µ are fixed, birth and
death events are estimated as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. A “burn-in” period
of 500000 (blue lines on trace plots) was applied to the density plots.
rate is also estimated well (blue curve in Figure 4.10a). Interestingly the vari-
ance of the estimate appears to decrease when we also estimate the observation
parameters (green curve in Figure 4.10a) indicating that it is better to allow for
the uncertainty associated with the observation processes than to assume exact
knowledge about these.
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Figure 4.8 Simultaneous inference results for population and disease dynamics
parameters on annually observed simulated data for a single group. All process
parameters (rb, µ, K, β, φ and τEI) were estimated simultaneously while obser-
vation parameters (pd, pE and pC) were not inferred (i.e. fixed at the ”true”
values used in the simulation). Included for reference: ”true” value of each of
the parameters used in the simulation (red line), the prior density (grey curve),
boundaries of the 95% Credible Interval (green). Above each density plot we also
list the median and standard deviation of the estimate. A burn-in period was not
applied.
4.4 Discussion and conclusions
Using simulated data we show that the proposed inference approach (Chapter 3)
can successfully be extended to simultaneously estimate all process and observa-
tion parameters in a simple model for population and disease dynamics that also
includes three observation processes. We implemented this inference approach
for a combined population and disease dynamics model and with an observation
model that includes both a capture process as well as two disease tests (ELISA
and culture tests). Here we demonstrate the feasibility of this approach using
simulated data for a single group with high disease prevalence. Despite making
several simplifications with respect to real ecological processes, field observations
and disease testing practices, our approach represents considerable progress to-
wards simultaneous estimation of population and disease dynamics parameters in
the presence of significant observation errors for data from natural systems (e.g.
the data on TB in badgers from Woodchester Park).
In Chapter 3 we illustrated, using simulated data, that the best estimates for
the population dynamics parameters are obtained when combining the likelihoods
for multiple groups as the combined single group estimates tended to be very
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Figure 4.9 Simultaneous inference results for annually observed simulated data for
a single group. All process parameters (rb, µ, K, β, φ and τEI) and observation
parameters (pd, pE and pC) were inferred simultaneously. Included for reference:
”true” value of each of the parameters used in the simulation (red line), the prior
density (grey curve), boundaries of the 95% Credible Interval (green). Above
each density plot we also list the median and standard deviation of the estimate.
A burn-in period was not applied.
close to the prior and therefore not much weight should be attached to them
(Figure 3.12). In Section 4.3 of this chapter we showed for a single simulated
dataset with high disease prevalence that we can estimate the posterior density
for all the process and observation parameters simultaneously but we have not
yet managed to demonstrate that the resulting estimates obtained by combining
the likelihood from multiple groups converges as required and whether it leads
to the expected improvements. The results so far (not presented in this thesis)
look promising but the rate of convergence is very slow and it appears that more
tuning of the inference parameters is needed. The rate of convergence depends
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of disease parameter estimates (β, φ and τEI) obtained
using 3 different inference scenarios on a simulated data set for a single group:
(1) inference of only disease parameters (red) with population dynamics and ob-
servation parameters fixed at their ”true” values (Figure 4.7), (2) simultaneous
inference of population and disease dynamics parameters with observation pa-
rameters fixed (blue) (Figure 4.8), and (3) simultaneous inference of all process
and observation parameters (green)(Figure 4.9). Included for reference: ”true”
value of each of the parameters used in the simulation (red line) and the prior
density (grey shading). A burn-in of 200000 was applied.
strongly on the number of changes made in each iteration in the inference run.
Determining the optimal number of changes is a fairly ad-hoc case of trial and
error, although it appears from the work to date that it depends on the number
of events in the complete data set (obviously we only know this when working
with simulated data), as well as the number of event types and possibly also on
the number of observation processes.
The ultimate intention of this work is to apply the inference approach to the
data on TB in badgers from Woodchester Park (Delahay et al., 2000). However,
although the results in Section 4.3 look promising they are only for one group
with high disease. Further testing is required to verify if it works on multiple
groups with variable levels of disease. Therefore we do not include any results
for the Woodchester Park data in this thesis. Even if we can demonstrate that
the method works on simulated data from multiple groups, the Woodchester Park
data will still present further challenges because the disease prevalence is generally
much lower than in the simulated data we used in section 4.3. Low disease
prevalence implies low numbers of disease events and as shown in Section 4.3 and
in Chapter 3.3.6 we can not expect to obtain good estimates for a parameter if
the number of events related to it is too low. In the remainder of this section we
will discuss some of the assumptions we have made in our approach in relation to
the processes that are thought to occur in badger populations and the observation
and testing practices in Woodchester Park.
In comparison to published models for TB in badgers (Anderson and Trewhella
(1985); White and Harris (1995a); Smith et al. (1997), see also Appendix A) the
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process model presented here is very simple and this affects our estimates in a
number of ways. As was discussed in Chapter 3 the absence of a demographic
structure (age and gender) and seasonality means that the estimates from our
model only give us annual per capita rates and can not directly be compared
to those used in more complicated models that do include these features. The
disease component of our model also makes some simplifications compared to the
other models (Appendix A), many of which include disease induced mortality
and pseudo vertical transmission (transmission from mother to offspring). In the
disease component of our model we include background transmission in order to
provide a mechanism for the invasion of disease into a previously disease free
group. In most published models this type of disease invasion can occur through
the interaction between groups in a spatial framework, but because our model is
non-spatial this is not possible. The background transmission component in our
model can also be seen as a mechanism for infection from the environment (e.g.
contaminated pasture (Courtenay et al., 2006)) or other species (e.g. cattle and
or deer (White et al., 2008)).
Our model is an SEI model and as such also differs from many other models
for TB in badgers. Apart from some of the early modelling papers (Bentil and
Murray, 1993; Ruxton, 1996) it is generally agreed that badgers do not recover
from TB. Later models (e.g. White and Harris (1995a); Smith et al. (1997);
Shirley et al. (2003)) do include a recovered class R, but only because they con-
sider vaccination. More importantly Smith et al. (1997) and Shirley et al. (2003)
also introduced a second category of more highly infectious animals. These mod-
els are referred to as SEII or SEIIR models. The main reason for not including
the additional category is that while implementing and testing the feasibility of
the method the model had to remain simple, however, in principle the inference
methods described in this thesis are applicable to more complex models such as
these. Clifton-Hadley et al. (1993) suggested that badgers only shed TB inter-
mittently and thus the straight forward progression from exposed to infectious
(to highly infectious) is a simplification.
It is clear from the descriptions in Section 4.2.2 of the simulated data and the
observations from Woodchester Park that there are some important differences
between the two that also need to be considered when applying the inference
approach. One difference is that in the simulation model we observe the system
at one fixed point in the year whereas in Woodchester Park there are four field
campaigns each year. One implication of this is that in our model we can not
count individuals at the end of a period between observations if it died before the
observation point. In contrast, in Woodchester Park, the four field campaigns per
year mean that if for example an animal is caught in the spring or summer but
dies before the end of the year it will be included in the count for the population
size for that year. Similarly in our model we can only apply the disease tests
at fixed time points and we can not take into account individuals that tested
positive but died before the time of the next observation point.
The disease classification used by FERA in Woodchester Park assumes that
once an individual tests positive in the ELISA test it is classified as Exposed
E and remains counted as such until it is classified as Infectious I by testing
positive in a culture test (Delahay et al., 2001). Obviously these classifications
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are individual based and we can not deal with this in our model as currently
implemented in the inference approach where effectively we only test at the end
of each year.
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Figure 4.11 Analysis of the number of culture tests done on each captured indi-
vidual recorded in the Woodchester Park database. This data can be fitted with
a Poisson distribution with mean = 3.4 (red line).
Another consequence of using annual observations from Woodchester Park
is that the detection probability in the observation model is an effective annual
probability which is the result of four field campaigns. So if the probability
of being observed during a particular campaign is pc then the annual detection
probability pd = 1 − (1 − pc)4 and thus an annual detection probability of 80%
corresponds to a capture probability in a single campaign of only about 33%.
We can apply a similar reasoning to the ELISA test where there is usually one
test per capture. It is generally thought that the sensitivity of a single ELISA
test is around 40% (Clifton-Hadley et al., 1995; Delahay et al., 2003; Greenwald
et al., 2003) but because any individual can be caught and tested up to four
times every year effectively the ”annual sensitivity” could be around 87%. The
sensitivity for a single culture test appears less well defined. Chambers et al.
(2002) published a sensitivity for the culture test of 27.5 % based on the number
of badgers testing positive in a culture test after having previously been classified
as infectious. Although not clearly stated it appears that this sensitivity does not
apply to a single culture test but to all the tests performed on a single capture
which as illustrated in Figure 4.11 can vary widely. Given that badgers classified
as infectious may only shed TB intermittently as suggested by Clifton-Hadley
et al. (1993), the sensitivity reported by Chambers et al. (2002) could indicate
that badgers, even when they are classified as infectious I, are only able to pass
on the disease in about a quarter of the time. Ideally all of these considerations
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should be taken into account in the application of the inference approach to the
data from Woodchester Park but this is beyond the scope of this work.
Chapter 5
Discussion and conclusions
This thesis demonstrates the value of stochastic process-based modelling of com-
plex biological systems. In Chapter 2 we showed how such models can be used
to understand the qualitative impact of fundamental processes (competition be-
tween individuals for increased fecundity) on disease dynamics (in particular dis-
ease persistence). Chapters 3 and 4 showed how dynamic process-based models
can be integrated with data in order to infer parameter values and the uncertainty
associated with such estimates enabling such models to be used for quantitative
prediction. If the model structure adequately captures the nature of the rele-
vant processes these predictions should be more robust than standard statistical
models, ultimately enabling extrapolation beyond the domain of the data used
to fit the model. In Chapter 3 we use a simple model for population dynamics
and a generic Bayesian inference approach that takes into account observation
error in order to quantify three key population dynamics parameters and their
uncertainty. For the first time we are able to present such estimates based on
the long term observations for badgers in Woodchester Park. In Chapter 4 we
show for the first time using simulated data that it is feasible to simultaneously
estimate population and disease parameters from observations that are affected
by multiple sources of error.
5.1 Modelling differential fecundity
In Chapter 2 we present a generic model to illustrate how differential fecundity
results in demographic structures that can have a profound effect on disease per-
sistence. This work adds to an extensive literature concerned with the effect of
various types of population heterogeneity on disease dynamics (e.g. Anderson
and May (1984); Anderson and Trewhella (1985); Renshaw (1991); Tilman and
Kareiva (1997); Gudelj and White (2004)). Recent modelling work focuses on
defining and modeling complex contact networks (e.g. Keeling (1999); Read and
Keeling (2003); Vazquez (2007); Kiss et al. (2008)) but in reality, full knowledge
of contact networks is rarely available and as a result they are difficult to pa-
rameterise. Another drawback of such models is that they do not capture the
dynamic nature of contact networks as present in many wildlife populations. Con-
sequently, we take a mechanistic approach (Chapter 2), focusing on the dynamic
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nature of the contact networks by modeling the processes of movement and dis-
persal within a structured population driven by fecundity differences. Building
on the non-spatial model of Davidson et al. (2008), we embed the social structure
in a spatial context. This takes into account the observation that individuals can
improve their chances of reproductive success by moving to a rank with higher fe-
cundity within their current group or in a group in another spatial location (Creel
and Rabenold, 1994; Woodroffe et al., 1995). Although in our model (Chapter 2),
the contact network is not defined explicitly, we argue that contact networks are
at best an approximation to the contact processes occurring within a population
(i.e. the processes in which transmission of disease can occur). Moreover, we em-
phasise that our model does capture some of the key characteristics of networks
observed in animal populations (e.g. Cross et al. (2004); Lusseau and Newman
(2004); Ramos-Fernández et al. (2009)). In particular, by restricting transmission
to ranks only we ensure that the possible number of contacts between individuals
is limited and highly clustered, while allowing individuals to move between ranks
and groups may replace the need to explicitly include “small world” properties
in the disease transmission network.
We demonstrate the flexibility of our modeling framework and its ability to
represent a range of plausible population structures (Figure 2.1) as reflected in the
distribution of the number of individuals in each rank as well as the distribution
of the ages of individuals across ranks (subgroups with specific fecundity)(Figure
2.3). The concentration of older (mature) individuals in some ranks causes higher
prevalence in those ranks and greater persistence in the entire group. The simula-
tions presented in Chapter 2 demonstrate that this effect is strongest when disease
transmission is restricted to ranks of equal fecundity, but is also present when
the contact network is widened by including contacts with other ranks, pseudo-
vertical transmission and to some extend transmission on movement attempts.
The addition of spatial heterogeneity further amplifies the effect of differential
fecundity and our simulations suggest that the number of ranks determines the
relative magnitude of the fecundity effects compared to that of the purely spa-
tial effects and that the fecundity effect becomes increasingly important as the
number of ranks increases (Figure 2.6).
Chapter 2 is an example of how without modelling specific observational data,
relatively complex models make a useful contribution in improving our under-
standing of ecological and epidemiological processes. Our results suggest the
importance of understanding the structures that are common in wildlife popula-
tions and the mechanisms that drive them. This is particularly important when
we use models to examine the impact of disease control strategies in structured
wildlife populations.
5.2 Inference approach
In Chapters 3 and 4 we argue that, in populations that are subject to significant
size fluctuations, population and disease dynamics parameters should be inferred
simultaneously. In Chapter 4 we demonstrate using simulated data that this
is feasible and our results also suggests that in the presence of uncertainty with
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respect to the observation parameters (pd, PE and PC) this should also be included
in the inference (Figure 4.10).
We have shown that increasing the amount of data available for parameter
estimation affects the estimates of the process and observation parameters in
different ways. The observation parameters benefit most from increasing the
observation frequency (Figure 3.8 and Section 3.3.6). The estimates of process
parameters also benefit from more frequently observed data, however, more is
gained by observing for longer or by observing the same process multiple times
as both of these strategies increase the number of events happening within the
observation period. It is clear that this has implications for experimental design.
Optimal design depends on whether the focus is on understanding the processes
affecting a system (e.g. birth and death rates) or on the estimation of the state
space variables (i.e. population size or number in the different disease classes). We
show that this conclusion can be directly obtained from mathematically analysing
the posterior distributions (Section 3.3.6)
As was noted in Section 4.4 the level of disease in the Woodchester Park
data is relatively low (compared to the simulated data) and consequently does
not include many disease related events. We are optimistic that by combining
the likelihood of multiple simultaneously observed groups we should be able to
estimate the disease parameters with this data set, but this has not yet been
done.
5.3 Parameter heterogeneity in the inference ap-
proach
In Chapter 3 we discuss the need to allow parameters in the process model to
vary between simultaneously observed groups. In particular, we implement a
hierarchical prior for the carrying capacity because in reality (e.g. Woodchester
Park) the carrying capacity depends on the size and quality of the territory
occupied by a group of wild animals (this is particularly clear in the case of
badgers, e.g. Figure 3.1(a)). Before applying the inference approach to the
Woodchester Park Data, we demonstrate that using a hierarchical prior for K
results in better estimates when inferring parameters using simulated data for
multiple groups with varying carrying capacity. The other population dynamics
parameters (i.e. birth and death rate) could also vary but these are thought to
be intrinsically linked to a species and less influenced by inter group variability
linked to environmental factors. If such variability is present it will in any case be
included in the uncertainty in the estimate. Our approach further assumes that
there is no variability over time and therefore any seasonal variability is absorbed
in the parameter estimates. Any long term fluctuations linked to climatic or
environmental conditions will be reflected in the parameter uncertainty.
In the disease component of the model currently implemented we have as-
sumed that there is no parameter heterogeneity between groups. This seems
reasonable for the disease transmission rate β and the latency rate τEI which
can be thought to be intrinsically linked to a specific disease (e.g. Tuberculosis).
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However it was suggested by Clifton-Hadley et al. (1993) that the intermittent
shedding of TB in badgers could be caused by external stress factors (e.g. food
shortage), which could affect some groups more than others and thus result in
a variation in the transmission rate. The background transmission rate is more
closely linked to the environment and is therefore quite likely to vary between
groups.
One of the main advances to the inference approach presented in this the-
sis is the estimation of the observation parameters. These are considered not
to vary between groups or over time. Obviously this is a simplification as the
effort invested in the observations may vary between groups (resulting in varying
capture rates) and over time. Similarly we have assumed no variation in the dis-
ease test sensitivities. We assume that all individuals are tested in the same way
which obviously is not true in the case of the culture test (Figure 4.11) applied
to badgers in Woodchester Park. Furthermore we make the implicit assumption
that the test sensitivity is constant over time, i.e. the same test is used in the
same way throughout the observation period. This is a valid assumption for the
observations from Woodchester Park, although the possible introduction of new
tests (e.g. Dalley et al. (2008)) will have to be accounted for if such data were to
be used.
There is no theoretical limitation to the number of parameters that could be
allowed to vary in the inference approach. However, in practical terms the imple-
mentation of hierarchical priors leads to complications in coding of the algorithm,
larger data output and longer run times. In the case of the carrying capacity,
in each iteration instead of a taking single sample of K, we sample and output
the mean and standard deviation of K separately as well as all the group carry-
ing capacities Ki in each of the groups, which results in a significantly increased
computational burden.
5.4 General applicability of the inference ap-
proach
The approach, as currently implemented, can in principle be applied to any long
term observations for population and/or disease dynamics and possible candidates
include the observations of badgers in Wytham Woods (Macdonald and Newman,
2002; Macdonald et al., 2009), voles in Kielder Forest (Telfer et al., 2007; Smith
et al., 2009) and Soay sheep (e.g. Milner et al. (2001)). The application does not
have to be restricted to wild animals and as an example could also be used on
data from epidemiological observations on livestock (e.g. (Höhle et al., 2005)). As
we have demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 there are limitations that determine
how much can be learned from a particular data set. The main limitation for the
process parameters is the number of events included in the observation period
(Chapter 3) and therefore in general the method will perform better if a system
is observed for longer or simultaneously on multiple groups (Gibson et al., 2006).
It could be argued that it is also better to observe larger populations as they will
have larger total event rates. In the case of our analysis of the Woodchester Park
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data we considered treating the population as a whole but we did not pursue
this because population and disease dynamics processes are likely to be mainly
controlled by local factors with limited interaction between groups (e.g. migration
and intergroup disease transmission).
Having derived parameter estimates including their associated uncertainty we
should aim to use these in a predictive context but this is beyond the scope of
this thesis. An example of where our results could be particularly useful is in
the context of the Randomised Badger Culling Trial (ISG, 2007) which proved
that culling badgers had the effect of increasing the level of TB in cattle as
well as the badger population (Jenkins et al., 2007). This is referred to as the
“perturbation effect” and was not predicted by any of the existing models (e.g.
(White and Harris, 1995b; Swinton et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1997)). Recent work
by Prentice (2012) showed that under specific conditions the perturbation effect
can result from very simple models without explicitly changing the parameters at
the point of culling. Obviously including the parameter estimates from this study
would allow some measure of uncertainty to be given for the outcomes Prentice’s
work.
5.5 Future work
There are several ways in which the work in this thesis could be extended.
• The modelling and simulation work in Chapter 2 is based on general con-
cepts and ideas from ecology and epidemiology and demonstrates that dif-
ferential fecundity can have a significant effect on disease prevalence and
persistance. This effect has sometimes been hinted at in natural systems,
e.g. in rabbits (Judge et al., 2006) but the value of the work in this thesis
would greatly increase if this effect could be demonstrated in observations.
In that case it is essential that all components of the system are observed,
including the structures that are included in the model, how these affect
the transmission routes and the resulting levels of disease.
• Understanding of the model outcomes in Chapter 2 could be developed fur-
ther by investigating the contact network in the model and quantifying the
basic reproduction number (R0), which is commonly used in epidemiology
to characterise the strength of an epidemic.
• The models used in Chapters 3 and 4 are by necessity simple. It could be
usefull to investigate if the approach can be applied to more complex models,
e.g. by including age and gender or spatial interaction in the population
dynamics model.
• In the inference approach in Chapters 3 and 4 we do not include the indi-
vidual based information that is present in the Woodchester Park database.
More complete use of this type of information could be considered as may
affect the estimates of some of the model parameters.
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• Having inferred population dynamics parameters and their uncertainty for
the Woodchester Park data in Chapter 3, these should now be used in simu-
lation. The results from such simulations could then reflect the uncertainty
in the parameters that is demonstrated in this thesis.
• The inference method (Chapter 4) needs to be demonstrated to work with
the low disease prevalence and very low numbers of positive in the disease
test as observed in the Woodchester Park study.
• In the case of the inference on the population dynamics parameters in Chap-
ter 3, it was shown that using multiple groups yielded estimates that were
less dependent on the prior. Extending this to the inference method includ-
ing disease (Chapter 4) could also be investigated.
5.6 Conclusions
The main conclusions in this thesis are:
• Using a model for demography and disease dynamics we show that differen-
tial fecundity and the resulting population structure, as represented in the
distribution of individuals and their ages across smaller sub-populations,
have a profound impact on disease persistence.
• Including spatial heterogeneity by embedding local populations affected by
differential fecundity in a larger spatial framework that includes interaction
between such local population further amplifies the effect of differential
fecundity on disease persistence.
• We demonstrate that the effect of differential fecundity on disease persis-
tence is robust under a range of disease transmission scenarios.
• We implemented the inference approach by Marion et al. (2012) for stochas-
tic continuous time discrete state space models and for the first time in-
cluded a methodology to allow for the estimation of uncertain observation
parameters.
• We demonstrated the feasibility of simultaneously estimating all parameters
(rb, µ, K and pd) and their uncertainty for a simple population model
with births and deaths only using annually observed data with significant
observational error.
• The inferred state space history forms an integral part of our inference
approach and provides an alternative method for inferring “true” population
histories and their associated uncertainty.
• Including data from multiple groups in the inference by combining their
likelihoods leads to a significant improvement in the parameter estimates.
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• We explain this dependence by analysing the definition of the posterior
distribution for a given process parameter which shows that the coefficient
of variation of the posterior of the parameter decreases as a function of the
number of events of the relevant type (e.g. births or deaths) that occur
within the observation period.
• The frequency with which we observe the state space variables has an indi-
rect effect on the parameter estimates because the difference between states
in subsequent observations carries implicit constraints on the number of
events between subsequent observations.
• Using simulated data we show that estimation of the detection probability
pd for a population model is feasible but it depends strongly on the frequency
of observation.
• We explain this improvement by analysing the posterior distribution for
the observation parameters which shows that the coefficient of variation for
observation parameters decreases as a function of the number observations.
• The coefficient of variation for the observation parameters also depends on
the size of the state being observed, e.g. the coefficient of variation for
the detection probability decreases as the size of the observed population
increases.
• We implemented a hierarchical prior in the population model to allow for
between group variation in the carrying capacity K and demonstrated using
simulated data with that this improves the estimate of the other parameters
(rb and µ).
• Application to the long term observations Woodchester Park data allows
us for the first time to present estimates for the birth and death rates for
this undisturbed badger population including uncertainty. The median and
95% Credible Interval (in brackets) for the birth rate rb is 0.58(0.45, 0.74)
and the for the death rate µ it is 0.40(0.31, 0.51).
• We implemented the inference approach for a combined population and
disease dynamics model and with an observation model that includes both
a capture process as well as two disease tests (ELISA and culture tests).
• We demonstrate, using simulated data for a single group, that simultane-
ous estimation of all parameters (i.e. population, disease and observation
parameters) is feasible if disease prevalence is high.
• We make several simplifications in the definition of our model with respect
to real ecological processes, field observations and disease testing practices
and discuss this in the specific context of the data on TB in badgers from
Woodchester Park. In spite of these limitations, our approach represents
considerable progress towards simultaneous estimation of population and
disease dynamics parameters in the presence of significant observation errors
for data from natural systems.
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Appendix A
Summary of published models for
population and disease dynamics
for badgers and Bovine Tb
Comparison of published models for population and disease dynamics for badgers
and Bovine Tb taken from Smith et al. (2001) and updated up to 2007.
Key: Any gap indicates that the component was not included, ’y’ indicates
that the component was included, and ’c’ that it was considered in some ver-
sions of the model. The model structure refers to the disease classification used.
Where ’I’ occurs twice differential infectivity is included. Note that some models
include a Removed disease category, to represent those animals that have been
vaccinated and as a result will never become infectious. Time is defined as ’D’
discrete or ’C’ continuous and the number of time steps within a year is included
in seasonality for discrete time models. For age-structure, the number of cat-
egories is given. For isolation, ’i’ indicates that the simulated population was
completely isolated, ’f ’ indicates that some form of disease-free immigration oc-
curred, and ’b’ indicates that a buffer population that contains TB was included.
Disease transmission functions are described by ’d’ for density-dependent, ’f ’ for
frequency-dependent, ’n’ for any non-linear functions and ’l’ for only local inter-
actions. Spatial heterogeneity is either included in a random fashion (r) or as a
specific geographic grid (s).
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95% CI: ( −430 , −320 )
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Appendix C
Full inference results for
population and disease dynamics
parameters using simulated data
from a single group
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95% CI: ( 0.456 , 0.879 )
























95% CI: ( 33.1 , 79.5 )


























95% CI: ( 0.291 , 0.583 )



































95% CI: ( 9.38 , 24.1 )
         Results for App_2_long Group 4

























95% CI: ( 0.043 , 0.181 )





















95% CI: ( 0.00069 , 0.127 )





















95% CI: ( 0.319 , 0.512 )























St. dev.:  3.7

























St. dev.:  3.69























St. dev.:  5.03
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St. dev.:  42.2























St. dev.:  42.4


























St. dev.:  27.5
































St. dev.:  8.48
































St. dev.:  10.5
























95% CI: ( 0.617 , 0.793 )
































95% CI: ( 0.72 , 0.892 )






























95% CI: ( 0.712 , 0.892 )































95% CI: ( −11 , 628 )



























95% CI: ( −158 , −140 )
Appendix D
Programming approach
A large proportion of the work presented in this by computer code written by
the author in C++ using an object oriented approach. The code used in Chapter
2 was inherited from Ross Davidson (SRUC) and extended to include a spatial
component and some modifications to the disease transmission processes. The
original model was published in Davidson et al. (2008). Chapters 3 and 4 use
the same code which was written from scratch following a similar approach as
the differential fecundity code used for Chapter 2. All code runs in a Linux
environment and produces ascii output. The graphic throughout this thesis were
produced using scripts in R (R Development Core Team, 2006).
A brief description of the structure of the most important algorithms used in
this PhD are given below.
D.1 Differential fecundity algorithm
A brief outline of the differential fecundity algorithm is given below:
1. For number of runs
1.1. Initialise population size and structure
1.2. While time < equil_population_time
1.2.1. Gillespie algorithm
1.3. Introduce infectious individuals
1.4. While time < equil_disease_time
1.4.1. Gillespie algorithm
1.5. While time < end_time
1.5.1. Gillespie algorithm
2. Generate output files
The Gillespie algorithm consists of three steps:
1. Calculate event rates and total rate
2. Calculate time to next event based on total rate
3. Choose event type based on event rates
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D.1.1 Performance
The performance of the differential fecundity algorithm depends primarily on the
size of the population which this determines the total event rate. We have run
the simulations in Chapter 2 on the EDDIE cluster at Edinburgh University.
This has the advantage that our simulations are run as an exclusive process on
a particular node and many simulations (for different parameter combinations)
can be run simultaneously. The simulation for a single parameter combination for
largest models (group carrying capacity K = 100, number of groups Ng = 9) take
a few minutes to run on a single node on the eddie cluster. Generating the figures
in this chapter involves simulating many thousands of parameter combinations
and can take up to 24 hours to complete.
D.1.2 Example of parameter file for differential fecundity
algorithm
##############################################################################
# Parameters for differential fecundity algorithm
# Lines containing parameters start with a description, followed by the
# parameter name in square brackets and the parameter value.
# parameter values: single parameter values or range (first;last;increment)
# Any lines starting with # will be ignored
###############################################################################
# Initialisation ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of social groups in one direction [num_groups] 3
Number of social levels in each group (N_l) [num_levels] 10
Average carrying capacity in a level [av_carrying_cap] 10
Initial population in all groups (sum(n_i)) [initial_population] 350
Length of time for population level to relax [equil_pop] 50.0
Initial number infected in all groups [ninfection_seeds] 200
Time to relax the system post disease introduction [equil_disease] 150.0
Time to then run after innoculation for averaging [avg_time] 400.0
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Demographic parameters--------------------------------------------------------------------
Birth rate coefficient (r_b) [birth_rate_coeff] 1.0
Death rate of infective individuals (mu_I) [infective_death_rate] 0.1
Death rate of susceptible individuals (mu_S) [susceptible_death_rate] 0.1
Rate of attempts to move (nu_m) [movement_rate] 0.0;1.51;0.02
Const for promotion acceptance prob (phi_p) [promotion_const] 0.0;0.351;0.005
Prob failed promo leads to death (mu_p) [challenge_mort] 1.0
Const for dispersal acceptance prob (phi_d) [dispersal_const] 500.0
Prob failed dispersal leads to death (mu_d) [disperse_mort] 0.0
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Hierarchy options ------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Hierarchy type: 0 = flat, 1 = linear, 2 = Gaussian, 3 = stepped
Type of hierachy [hierarchy_type] 1
# Linear hierarchy parameters
y-intercept of hierarchy line (1=flat,0=sloped)(c) [intercept] 0.0;1.0;1.0
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Spatial parameters------------------------------------------------------------------------
Proportion of movement attempts local promotion [p_prom] 0.0;1.0;1.0
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Disease transmission probabilities--------------------------------------------------------
probability of vertival transmission (p_v) [vtrans_prob] 0.25
Overall htrans strength Gamma [htrans_coeff_gamma] 0.05
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Proport allocated to global transm (alpha) [htrans_coeff_alpha] 0.0
Probability of infect on promotion attempt [challenge_infect] 0.0
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Output control----------------------------------------------------------------------------
number of runs over which to averages [number_of_runs] 10
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
D.2 Inference algorithm
A brief outline of the inference algorithm is given below:
1. Read data
2. Initialise event sequence
3. Initalise parameters and traces
4. Calculate likelihood and sums
5. While n <= number of iterations
5.1 While m <= number of changes to event sequence
5.1.1. Propose a change
5.1.2. Recalculate likelihood
5.1.2. Accept or reject proposed event sequence
5.2. Gibbs sampler for process parameters
5.3. Metropolis-Hastings sampler for K and observation parameters
5.3.1. Propose new value
5.3.2. Recalculate likelihood
5.3.3. Accept or reject proposed value
5.4. Store parameters at end of trace
6. Write output files (traces and final states)
D.2.1 Performance
The performance of the inference algorithm depends on a number of factors, in-
cluding the number of parameters being estimated, the number of changes made
to the event sequence during each iteratiion, the amount of data included (i.e.
length of observation period and number of groups) and the number of events
within the observation period (note that larger populations tend to have higher
event rates). The inference runs in Chapters 3 and 4 were done on the EDDIE
cluster at Edinburgh University. In the most intesive runs, estimating all param-
eters on 15 groups, it can take up to 12 hours to 12 hours to complete 1 million
iterations. Note that the parameters for the inference code (Section D.2.2) include
a number of “tuning” parameters which affect the rate of convergence of the code.
These include the number of changes to the event sequence in each iteration, the
standard deviations for the proposal distributions for those parameters estimated
using Metropolis Hastings samplers, the probability of making a particular type
of change to the event sequence (add, remove, change timing, change initial state)
and the probabilities with which events of each type are added.
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D.2.2 Example of parameter file for inference algorithm
##############################################################################
# Parameters for MCMC inference
# Lines containing parameters start with a description, followed by the
# parameter name in square brackets and the parameter value.
# Any lines starting with # will be ignored
###############################################################################
# Run time parameters
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
number of iterations [nIts] 500000
number of proposed state space changes per iteration [mIts] 100
model type (0=demography only, 1=including disease) [ModelType] 1
thinning of output (every nth sample is stored) [ThinOut] 50
initialise from end of existing run (0=new, 1=append) [AppendRun] 1
# Switches for indicating fixed parameters (0=not fixed, 1=fixed)
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
fix initial R [FixR] 1
fix birth rate [Fix_rb] 1
fix death rate [Fix_mu] 1
fix mean of K [Fix_MeanK] 1
fix sigma of K [Fix_SigmaK] 1
fix detection probability [Fix_pd] 1
fix ELISA sensitivity [Fix_SE] 1
fix culture sensitivity [Fix_SC] 1
fix infection rate [Fix_beta] 0
fix background infection rate [Fix_phi] 0
fix rate of transition EtoI [Fix_tauEI] 0
fix rate of transition ItoR [Fix_tauIR] 1
# Initial values
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
initial birth rate [Init_rb] 0.652
initial death rate [Init_mu] 0.45
initial mean of carrying capacity [InitMean_K] 56.9
initial stdev of carrying capacity [InitSigma_K] 8.665
initial infection rate [Init_beta] 0.02
initial background infection rate [Init_phi] 0.01
initial rate of transition EtoI [Init_tauEI] 0.5
initial rate of transition ItoR [Init_tauIR] 0.0
initial detection probability [Init_pd] 0.8
initial sensitivity ELISA [InitSensE] 0.8
initial sensitivity culture [InitSensC] 0.8
initial sensitivity R [InitSensR] 0.1
# Prior Distributions
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Note that we read the mean and variance for gamma & beta priors and convert
# them to alpha and beta when reading them. For the beta distributions there is
# the option to choose U[0,1] and overide the parameter given.
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
mean of gamma prior of rb [Mean_rb] 0.6
variance of gamma prior of rb [Var_rb] 0.01
mean of gamma prior of mu [Mean_mu] 0.3
variance of gamma prior of mu [Var_mu] 0.01
mean of normal prior of mean of K [Mean_Mean_K] 45
stdev of normal prior of mean of K [Sigma_Mean_K] 10
mean of normal prior of sigma of K [Mean_Sigma_K] 10
stdev of normal prior of sigma of K [Sigma_Sigma_K] 3
mean of gamma prior of beta [Mean_beta] 0.08
variance of gamma prior of beta [Var_beta] 0.0025
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mean of gamma prior of phi [Mean_phi] 0.05
variance of gamma prior of phi [Var_phi] 0.0025
mean of gamma prior of tauEI [Mean_tauEI] 0.6
variance of gamma prior of tauEI [Var_tauEI] 0.0025
mean of gamma prior of tauIR [Mean_tauIR] 0.2
variance of gamma prior of tauIR [Var_tauIR] 0.0005
set prior for pd to uniform (1 = unif, 0 = use params) [Unif_pd] 0
lower bound of uniform prior of pd [Min_pd] 0.61
upper bound of uniform prior of pd [Max_pd] 0.99
mean of beta prior of pd [Mean_pd] 0.8
variance of beta prior of pd [Var_pd] 0.0025
set prior for SE to uniform (1 = unif, 0 = use params) [Unif_SE] 0
lower bound of uniform prior of SE [Min_SE] 0.01
upper bound of uniform prior of SE [Max_SE] 0.99
mean of beta prior of ELISA sensitivity [Mean_SE] 0.8
variance of beta prior of ELISA sensitivity [Var_SE] 0.0025
set prior for SC to uniform (1 = unif, 0 = use params) [Unif_SC] 0
lower bound of uniform prior of SC [Min_SC] 0.01
upper bound of uniform prior of SC [Max_SC] 0.99
mean of beta prior of Culture sensitivity [Mean_SC] 0.8
variance of beta prior of Culture sensitivity [Var_SC] 0.0025
# Proposal distributions for Metropolis Hastings samplers
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
standard deviation for proposal of mean of K [PropSig_MeanK] 2.0
standard deviation for proposal of sigma of K [PropSig_SigK] 1.0
standard deviation for proposal of pd [PropSigma_pd] 0.05
standard deviation for proposal of SensE [PropSigma_SE] 0.02
standard deviation for proposal of SensI [PropSigma_SC] 0.02
# Paramaters for generating alternative realisations of the state space
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------
type of modification to make [ModType] 0
#switch (0=single events, 1 = pairs, matched)
probability of changing the initial state [ModInitProb] 0.01
probability of adding new event [AddProb] 0.05
probability of deleting an event [DelProb] 0.05
# Note: ShiftProb is calculated as 1-ModInitProb-AddProb-DelProb
probability of adding a birth [BirthProb] 0.4
probability of adding a death [DeathProb] 0.4
probability of adding an infection [InfectProb] 0.4
probability of adding a background infection [BGInfectProb] 0.4
probability of adding a transition from E to I [EtoIProb] 0.4
probability of adding a transition from I to R [ItoRProb] 0.000001
# Note: need to make sure that these are possitive and add to 1, if sum neq
# 1 the probabilities get rescaled.....
